
Hello Dear representatives of the world's Monarchy for emperors, kings and  
queens, princes, sultans, sheikhs and Emir from around the world.

Please allow me to  welcome to  weighing queen Elizabeth  II  of the  United  
Kingdom., Dear Danish Queen Margrethe II., for Japanese Emperor Akihito  
weighted, for weighted Bahraini King Hamad ibn Isa Al Khalifa, weighted for 
the  Bhutanese  Krale  Jigme  Khesar  Namgyel  Wangchuck, for  weighing 
Jordan's King Abdullah II. bin al-Hussein, for weighted with the Cambodian  
king  Preah  Bat  Samdech  Preah  Karuna  Preah  Norodom  Sihamoni  
Baromneath,for  weighted  Lesotho  king,  Letsie  III., weighted  for  the  King  
Mizan Zainal Abidin Malaysian, for weighing Morocco's King Mohamed VI.,  
weighted for the Norwegian King Harald V., Dear Saudi Arabian King, Abd  
Allah bin Abd al-Aziz, Dear Swedish King Carl XVI. Gustav, for weighing  
Swaziland King Mswati III., Dear Thai King Bhumibol Adulyadej Rama IX, 
for weighted King Tonga Tupou VI., for weighted Hassanal Bolkiah Sultan of  
Brunei, weighted for the Sultanate of Oman Kabus ibn Said,  for weighted  
Qatar, Sheik Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, for weighted Kuwaiti Emir Sabah  
al-Ahmad  al-Sabah as  Cabir,  pweighted  for  president  of  the  United  Arab  
Emirates Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan and Samoa Chiefs Tufuga Efi.
It is a letter of welcome to the Liechtenstein prince weighted Johannes Adam  
Ferdinand Alois  Josef  Maria  Marko d'Aviano  Pius  and then weighted  for  
Monaco Prince Albert II.

This letter is also partly determined by the kings of the earth Netherlands, Belgium, Spain. The  

letter is only partially, so that they understand what their predecessors monarchy left to rob, in  

cooperation with the governments of countries in Europe and other political movements.

January 21, 2015
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Hello Dear Monarchiest for representatives of many countries around the world. I beg you for  

your kindness and while abstention. It's a letter in which a certain form of my invitation for our  

cooperation and improve our common values through international cooperation which is based  

on an extension of our territories, politics and communal pride.

It is also a letter which for us is significant opportunity for our peoples and civilization, because  

according to my future presentation of the project, the letter is for you strong values that can  

change your attitude and looking in the direction of international politics and ideology on the part  

of your sovereignty. At the same time grow up your country and nation is an important step that  

suit your precious country.

I will  therefore appreciate your patience and for your valuable time,  for their willingness for  

cooperation which is based on the understanding of this letter and my offer that is targeted for  

grow up our values and of humanity. As a first step to cooperation for the common use of my  

options for our international cooperation, according to the letter. International cooperation that is  

beneficial to our party, nations, governments and countries. In a short future, it  might be our  

value is the biggest step in the history of mankind.

Thank You Dear Monarchy from many countries around the world, thank you for your precious  

time and willingness for cooperation!

Author of the letter:

Name: Peter

Surname: Gottwald

Origin: Czech republic

Profesion: 16 year's of the European political prisoner

Future profesion: King of the WD, ED, more teritories and political values

Signature:
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My Letter to the Dear Majesty of the Monarchyst's  

around the World

First off, I want to introduce to you. My name is Peter Gottwald, I come from Europe, from Czech 

Republic.  I  was born in  1992. I  am now 22 years old and for  more than 16 years  back,  I'm  

European political prisoner.

The situation is strange and often unusual, because it unwinds from the introduction to the letter.

European political prisoner for illegal experiments with people in the Czech Republic, on me too. 

Illegal abuse of children and families for experiments with people and influencing their minds, 

inteligent and the entire value of their lives. It was a time when I was 6 years. In these times, my 

unprecedented six to ten years, a secret abuse of my person. In these times, I quickly realized the  

value  of  contemporary  civilization  in  the  world  and  feature  the  most  advanced  country  or 

parameters of future civilizations. Information which I immediately took advantage of my plans 

for expansion for my future global political and economic cooperation which is of my side of the 

base to have its own sovereignty and the emergence of new territory which is under my country's  

government, create the possibility of benefiting from the full political rights and therefore bring 

into operation many international political and economic projects and or other significant steps 

which are by my efforts, a new form of much biggest important steps for mankind since the birth 

of  our  existence.  Therefore,  from  my projects  and  plans  were  highly  realistic  and  valuable, 

Minister  of  the  Czech  Republic  in  a  way created  concealment  debt  in  the  values  of  several  

Quadriliard's €, to be paid for my person, therefore am I gained value European political prisoner 

who is not entitled to a legal trial and usage rights of the human person. Today, the debt is worth  

several Kvintilion's € and the situation is still the same.

Today, when viewed in the direction of an extensive value of lost time, it's a 16 year lost work. 

Lost value and is now my special political rights, the value of my political cooperation in the  

world and the economic value of my people, because today only through my economic projects  

and debt values of several European countries. So by the time till I shall be free, with out prison 

od dieth.

My political values today, is based on trying to create many international projects that are directed 

to the main objective, to unite every nation on the planet Earth and grow strongly up our common 

values of humanity, to ensure our security, justice, and humanity's future significant additional  

potential. In the same direction, my political values is based on my situation rights and justice. 

Many important opportunities to which you are, Dear Monarch, commonly want to invite to the 

creation of our Monarchist's cooperation.

In the first place, to begin with this letter, it may be too value that reinforces, It is designed also for 

your esteemed countries' governments and representatives of your government. The letter goes in 
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political issues, which are intended for the common interests of all of us, all of us,  for example, 

my plan a project for the creation of several international Atoll in the oceans around the  world. 

Artificial islands are politically form new territory and is based on international and democratic 

sovereignty of all governments around the world, today some 170 governments.

Artificial islands under my constitution for ,,Atol Diamond's" in the early future, perhaps in the  

form of a full cooperation under international stature,, World Diamond" constitution that promote 

international sovereignty, a new form of globalization.  Artificial islands that are built  into the 

shape of the atoll. Atolls which are distributed in the oceans around the world. In total, the plan to  

create nine atolls which connects the whole world, perhaps over time more. Atolls which are in  

many ways unique and special, able to use special technology that the island it will create the  

largest human cetrum worldwide, changing the company's premises. The islands are created by 

many other special trends, such as which use special transport for population transport. Special  

transport speeds of over tens of thousands of kilometers per hour. The journey from the eastern 

Pacific to Asia until the Western Atlantic will be in the time value of several tens of minutes.  

Therefore, due to the advanced civilization to be islands that are based on the ability to create an  

advanced  civilization  and  hold  over  a  few  hundred  million  people,  it  is  a  possibility  for 

cooperation in  the creation of  our international  population under the leadership of  our shared 

sovereignty to  the special  teritory,  together with further  government's  of  countries  around the 

world. The islands together building Atol, islands that will symbolize a new international center  

and Unity of humanity.

Each atoll is worth a few Quadriliard €, values which are common divided into national banks to 

all cooperation and unity country governments that cooperate to preserve the sovereignty and rules 

together  under  a  common  constitution  and  by  agreement  of  our  policy,  to  the  common 

sovereighnity on special teritories.

One of the atolls that are intended to encourage the world political unity and cooperation among 

all nations on the planet Earth! Soon for further cooperation between political actors in space, on  

foreign planets.

Build a network of international island, according to my plan simple, to six months to one year 

from the start of our cooperation.

It is our cooperation which is based on the creation of a new World Center for Global Policy, a  

policy  which  is  better  and more  important  than  the  present  value  of  the  United  Nations,  the 

Council of Europe or various other associations.

New kind of politics which is the world's political movements are very important and valuable for 

humanity.  The  new  political  system  which  may  be  lawfully  applied  in  the  direction  of  my 

situation. Today it is a situation that is based on the European illegal movements and terrorism 

simultaneously on the rights of my people for the use of my lost civilization that me and imparts a 

partial right for the establishment of new European sovereignty, or used a situation of recognized 

that European government's is terrorist's. To today, it is officialy confirmed.

Because I have many other projects, the projects are comparable to political values based on an 

international project that is intended to unite the nation and its specified name,, One World ", and 

therefore the legal value of my political rights in the past, such a value that is subject to any of the 

170 heads of foreign governments, because then, consequential my legal values are lost on some 

special cities as centers of civilization orbital, consequential my values that are based on my true  

for the establishment of sovereignty on several foreign planets and in several galaxies and creating  
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other artificial planets and galaxies and stellar systems with my own civilization and too great 

civilization of special ships to travel between the stars and galaxies, then my other projects in 

civilizational  values kvintilion's  €,  high financial  debts  that  are  priceless for  Europe,  because 

European  governments  the  country  has  no  the  chance  of  future  political  and  legal  existence, 

sovereignty over the territory of the country. In the direction of legal value and opportunities for  

legal  legal  value  of  my  political  and  economic  projects  that  are  in  alignment  relatedness 

international political and development cooperation, because it is certainly the Government of the 

Czech  Republic  and  other  countries  supporting  such  a  situation  against  me  and  against  the 

theoretical Most governments of countries from around the world, a situation which is based on  

terrorism, they will  therefore be in accordance with international political and security right is  

identified  as  global  terrorists  who  may  not  engage  in  any  political  activity  to  maintain  the  

sovereignty and dominion over Europe. My testimony, my rights and other values are confirmed 

and based on rights and justice.

That means I am the person who has the main law for the future the sovereignty of the government 

of  the  country  by  my  constitution.  Therefore,  my  next  plan  is  to  create  a  constitution  of 

government  which  is  based  on  the  same  value  as  my  suggestion,  for  example,  international  

sovereignty of islands worldwide. My goal is commonly created international sovereignty for each 

country's government who is interested in such cooperation. Cooperation in the value of the most 

significant unification of humanity and cooperation between peoples, nations, governments. New 

international political territory which connects several European countries and create meaningful,  

valuable global political system which will center around the political world. Today, the value of 

my designs constitution is based on full rights and justice in accordance with international rules 

and agreements current world politics, too often based on the rights of peoples and governments of 

European countries that know my truth and therefore they oppress my person. Under the current 

situation under the form of the terrorist movement against the whole world, and is therefore a 

constitution  which  is  often  confirmed  by  Act  of  the  Government  of  European  countries,  too 

European Justice and Right's. .... At the same time it is one of the main themes of my personal 

situation that is blocking me in Europe.

That is my goal, to encourage my political values of a partial return of lost time and my people or 

our lost values that are in economic standard can be compared to the tens of trillions of up to € 

quadriliard or kvintilion's € from every country on the planet will have declared their interest in 

my Cooperation for the period last ten years or support for full political cooperation. Therefore, at  

the same time as my goal, it means the elimination of international terrorism and securing our 

common righteousness, because my goal is to create a new constitution under the name,, World 

Diamond  "and  thus  base  the  international  democratic  sovereignty  be  constitution.  It  is  a 

constitution  that  is  under  common  beam  and  foundation  on  the  democratic  rights  of  all  

governments around the world. Democratic rights that are in such a situation bases on fairness and 

justice in world politics by the Declaration on security, the political right and UN security Council  

resolutions.

Therefore, as part of this letter and my offer is subsequently important for joint cooperation, is my 

plea for your support and cooperation for joint removal of the European ilegal movement who 

under the law shall not use any political or values exist. It is also the European political movement 

which robs your country and forcing you into slavery under her apron political rules that are based 

on the illegal abuse of political power, or attempts to created the genocide worth 220 million  
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children.  WD constitution,  the establishment of  our international  sovereignty is a legal option 

JUSTICE affair against which no one should oppose it because trying to reverse such a possibility  

is terrorism, terrorism that is in terms of world terrorism be international law.

Today, our options for the establishment of an international territories was the best option for us  

and for the world. At the same time, I will have returned at least negligible value that I had to lose.

Therefore, you can then develop a major part of my constitution, ED,, of Diamond Empire. "The 

Constitution which is  designed to  unify all  government's common ground and create a strong 

political union federation. If possible, my territory will therefore be based on the island of Sicily, 

Sardinia, Corsica, Balearic Islands and other islands in the mediterranean sea, Italy, flat water 

territory. Subsequently, the Canary Islands and other overseas territories of European governments 

supported by the European terrorism. This created my project for the Federation, a union that is  

designed  for  full  unification  of  all  the  governments  of  the  country  from  around  the  world. 

Politically entity that is based on the management of several federation territories and territories  

with special privileges. the islands and overseas territories, territory WD.

It is also the special values of the Union that is created for the political situation to Monarchist's  

country and constitution to Monarchist's government's. Political union which is the main point of 

the subject of this letter, a letter that is designed for your governments and your monarchy and 

sovereignty.

Therefore, this letter is put into molds invitations for your esteemed monarchy, menus, and my 

efforts  to  align  our civilization under many choices  of  my bids  and multy  forms of  political  

cooperation. Multy forms of political cooperation based frequently on important possibilities for 

grow up value  of  your  policy,  the  government  of  the  country  and also  an  extension  of  your 

personal political sovereignty in other countries around the world, according to the possibilities of  

democracy that is based on common international politics, like the European Union. For your 

country is a special option value that is immediately engaged Your territory into the category of  

the most developed countries around the world as a significant value.

Therefore, to understand, Dear Monarch's what the real value of my people and therefore, what is  

the value of my offer, so that You could use the confidence in the stability of our ability that is  

based on our common political future, or at least political cooperation, so I will  represent my 

personal developing steps to help our people and values, intelligence, abilities and personality.

At the beginning of the letter, I was introduced by my real value for today's situation in which 

Europe is blocking me. I'm young boy at the age of 23 year. Since I was six years I've political  

prisoner who is often abused through hypnotism, I have often enslaved, abused, often tyrannized,  

sometimes long days and tortured publicly ridiculed, robbed of human rights or robbed of the 

opportunity  to  educate  and  communicate  with  the  society.  Every  day  I  controlled,  under  the 

influence of hypnosis and injury, threats and intelligence disaperad.

In such a way, trust other people abroad can strongly decrease in relation to my person and my 

future political skills. Therefore, I am compelled to present my lesson plans and values of my 

intelligence options that  are  based on interesting performance,  I  am compelled to  present  my 

legally certified values and therefore prove to others that I have at least equanimity value.

My plan for the development of my intellectual class is based on the use of special techniques of  

teaching and learning. Teaching that reinforce the value of human intelligence on significant scale 

and extensive knowledge or intelligence options. It is a technique which allows me to study at 

university For example, one school in one year,  taking advantage of  an extensive network of 
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intelligence process and rapid increase math performance as an additional intelligence direction, 

communication, mathematics, space perception and reality, much more. It anyway, my memory, it  

increases to a stronger value and I will be able to realize many important skills for life.

My main goal is to graduate education for special Civilization and Civilization Values, Politics, 

military strategy and Responsibilities, international  law, diplomacy, Managament, Strategy and 

Logistics, Economics, Geography and Strategy, Mathematics, Sociology and Society, Psychology, 

Communication,  Intelligent,  health  ,  Fylozofie,  ideology peoples or  cultures and communities, 

Literature,  conversely,  too  scientific  directions  such  as  physics,  chemistry,  astrology  and 

astrophysics and astrochemistry, Electronics, Engineering different directions, in conjunction with 

the future I interested in the world's languages. Progress of time, I was educated in the direction of 

many other subjects that are designed to develop personal skills and intelligence of my political 

party. Art, nature and society are the main form of school life which commenced over the life of 

the knowledge society and the values of our future communication.

It's true, it may now be my letter sometimes without good quality style, so I want to apologize for  

my situation that it created. It's certainly on my freedom, I will try to expand my strong intellect  

and knowledge. I will study every day and develop, therefore, that I could give good results for his  

country and politics.

I can learn in many other respects their intelligence and grow up inteligencial value for the best 

direction  and  skills  that  will  help  me  promote  the  values  of  my  country,  politics,  society, 

economics, future reality in my country as much as possible enlargement towards one based on 

each option Company , civilization, politics and other categories.

At the same time, I am a person who in the near future may establish several new training centers 

and the most prestigious schools worldwide.

Therefore, in my opinion, I can often be an important political person who can be characterized by 

intelligence, an important ability, strength and skills with significant political value. The values of 

those who in the future, your government countries can often search out the foundation of our  

cooperation.

I believe that the value of my people, I am already a significant person with extensive capabilities 

and objectives for greater future for all mankind. A better future for humanity that can rapidly  

outstrip the value of the entire humanity and planet Earth. At the same time I am a man who today 

is valuable for designation as the most important person since the formation of the planet Earth, 

according to the official rights and values of my people and justice. Today, it is confirmed that 

today is the present value of my people more important than the value of European governments  

in the direction of political and other cooperation with the countries and peoples of Your Majesty, 

Monarchy.

In my opinion that is based on my situation, so my opinion is that your nation can take advantage  

of pride and the option of independence, freedom, ability to own development directions and also 

develop advanced by values.  Cleanliness own existence without damaging functions or values 

through foreign policy, European governments that country before they hiding the reality of the 

value of the greatest crime in human history. Crimes that are too measure against me, against you 

and against your country, against the world who need to realize that we are in the same situation 

and our joint forces will be against enemies, we will invincible. Is it bad to lose leaves the nation  

is on its value. Every nation has the right to the development of society, civilization and social 

customs.  Simultaneously,  each  nation  has  the  right  to  mutual  cooperation  which  is  based  on 
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internal cooperation and or exploit another bid for cooperation from foreign parties. For example,  

my offer  for  this  cooperation and mutual  development,  that  rob us of  European governments  

countrys. It's for your lost value which is their true cost more expensive than the value of your 

entire country, in whole time of history. My proof's is very valuable.

To today, Your nation has the right to live and enjoy the possibilities of cooperation for their own 

development and for the development of your country. Your people and Your country has certainly 

beautifull  values  in  customs  and  culture,  many  beautiful  and  interesting  values  which  are  

important in the world and represent Your value of the nation and country. The values of culture  

and national custom that originated over many generations back, after eons in the history of your  

country and the nation.

Today, my invitation to you an invitation is based on my respect for you and your traditions,  

respecting the values of your country and culture, civilization, politics and nations. Your culture, 

customs  and  traditions,  many  proud  of  your  country  which  are  based  on  your  Monarchial 

sovereignty and national spirit on the good society for the direction of view to Your Monarchy. 

The value of your monarchy which are selective breeding over many generations back. national  

values that create from your country an important country that is based on the values represented 

by Dear Monarch in the whole world. The values of which I myself received frequent lessons and 

I admire your ideology and politics of the nation. Often it is the value of the policy, which is based  

on trying to create significant safety in the world and expand your cooperation with many other 

countries abroad. Cooperation which is based on an effort to improve your company and maintain  

a culture, education and the value of your territories of Monarchial sovereignty. The value of Your 

Monarchy  which  are  being  conducted  to  support  Your  sovereignty  and  development  of  Your 

country empire. Empire which I also see as appropriate respect and I respect it.

I have the same plan, I want to create My own sovereignty and the Kingdom which is based on 

pride and virtue. My plan is to establish a new kingdom that will be available as a special multi  

form of world politics. Kingdom which is designed for the best opportunities to unite mankind and 

every nation on the planet Earth, soon many new nations on foreign planets and galaxies, perhaps 

in other realities. My aim is to create a united country that is based on the new value of world 

politics which is headed for independence and the community of nations, which together created 

new political horizons without the need for some of today's bad habit of international rules and  

policies.

Today's policy that allows some options to create danger for another country and threaten her. My 

suggestion kingdom is a new option to remove unnecessary habits that world politics for many 

countries throughout the world are creating economic and political  dependence on other more 

developed countries governments. The risk of internal bankruptcy or safety is endangered because 

of  the  movement  of  foreign  political  entity  and  therefore  creating  new  threats  to  economic 

collapse and instability of the Interior policy. According to political values, my suggestions for  

future policy can eliminate over 90% of world political conflict and threats. In the same direction  

suggestion is advantageous for the peoples of the lands that are today depend on a racial view and 

diversities, cultures and communities hatred or national pride, inequality of civilization and of the  

life or many other differences and competitive direction of national policy. My proposal for future 

policies can soon ensure unity of world politics and nations. These are my suggestions that may 

soon  establish  equivalence  between  the  peoples  of  the  land,  it  means  respecting  differences 

between our different races and cultures, and the elimination of racism or distinctive quality of life 
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and dissimilarity values of civilizations around the world.

This is a new ideology of nations which is based on one of the world and for the unity of mankind. 

It is a step for our ability which is based on use values important than we may use today. These are  

values that  are  valuable  and important  than the entire  value of  the planet  Earth,  with official 

confirm's. One World, my project since the time of my childhood. Ideology which is for every 

government lands only significant benefit for politics, for civilization and for our common future  

for us may use stronger and more significant value than you might find to offer the world policy  

according to current values. It is a step which, for each country on planet Earth very important and  

valuable than any cooperation on world politics today.

Because  my  ideologue  of  the  possibility  of  world  politics  is  based  on  a  view  of  humanity  

according to the equivalent value of a person and therefore the same rights for the nation as part of  

the rights which are often based on common international directions and cultures and racial co-

operation of the world's peoples, governments and world policy is therefore my ideologue based 

on the desire to unite the world and according to such possibilities, I want to create a common 

ground with other governments new value of human society and civilization which can be formed 

into a new form of the world under the name of my project,, One World ". the project,, One World  

", my life goal which is intended for me since my childhood, from the first time perception of 

world reality and values of our civilization and social system.

Therefore, it is my esteemed interest may bring you an invitation to participate in those projects,  

invitations for Your Monarch sovereignty and the value of the policy of your country. For kings,  

sultans, sheikhs and for or Prince and various other Monarchistic representatives from all over the 

world. The same value is an invitation for Your government of the country and your nation. It is  

my  desire  to  create  our  common  goals  and  coherence  in  public  political  affairs.  Issues  and 

common goals that can be routed to grow up values of humanity and especially of our company on 

the level of international politics and values of our country in the direction of the highest peaks of 

the world values.

My idea of the importance and value,, One World "is a notion that can be a reality soon future goal  

of mankind and global politics. The new values of our civilization and global society of which the 

first rise in our joint government of the country the WD and therefore it is a company that have  

opportunity  to  appreciate  stronger  benefits  for  all  mankind.  Many  new  benefit  to  mankind, 

benefits that are more important than the value of contemporary global society and direction of the 

entire humanity. the new values that can remove up to 90% of world conflicts or international  

issues. Steps that can create new and pury a world with no direction crime, hatred and fear of  

oppression or not stability international bariad in which we live today and you having no idea 

about such threats.

This is a new form of the whole world where nations live without unification and recognition of 

differences culturally or racially values. Freedom to travel, sharing its values and pride throughout 

the world. It's a new form of world politics in which the entire world is free and without bariad. 

It's a new world that our policy can be used for more significant goals than those we can realize  

together  and  to  know  today  or  use  them.  Significant  possibilities  than  that  today  we  can 

understand.

It is a form of new global civilization and political values. In the direction of the entire perspective 

on this project, one of the more advanced options than that we can utilize today.

My suggestion for Your Monarchy, led the effort to build jointly by the Union under a system of  
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my physique,, Empire of Diamond. "Common policy for the governments of countries in a unitary  

federation which leaves the right for each entity in the Union to maintain its own sovereignty,  

government  land  in  the  territory,  while  options  for  using  a  common  international  federation 

policies for expanding its political values in other countries in our Federation and Union. This 

means being able to maintain Your value Monarch constitution and government of the country, yet  

so full value of our federation and equivalence of our civilization and political cooperation.

It is an important option for Your Monarchy affairs and values. Our system will therefore be based 

on sustaining your monarchy, first and foremost start using political groups Monarchist's rulers of 

countries  who  together  may  meet  in  the  main  proceedings  of  the  Senate,,  Empire  Diamond. 

"Therefore Your Monarch value may use stronger policy and cooperation, unity of the Monarchy.  

Common politicaly system can be easy.

Your government representative will therefore exploit the possibilities of a full session of ,,the 

Council Prime Ministers of the Government" l"in a common federation or the Union. The Council 

of the Prime Minister, the council which consists of two main government representative and have  

the opportunity together with the Senate  to  decide on common international  step's  and future  

objectives of our federation policy and the common value or strategy.

All  Federational  and  the  Unionist  government  will  have  at  least  two  representatives  of  

government,  Prime Minister,,.  "Representatives  of  the  governments  which  have  the  option  of 

using one association, federation council sitting for a separate logistics and represented by our  

Federation, thereafter, for the joint meeting of the Senate of our federation.

Our governments of countries have the possibility of joint sit in the Senate,, Empire of Diamond. 

"Every country's government is in the first step separately and dependent on own decision. Every 

government  of  one  land  for  their  own  policy  values,  territory  and  national  differences  by 

geography or country. In the same direction is a use common policies and unite the international 

Chambers, ED. International Senat which will consist of Councillor of your government, it means 

that composed of senators, ministers, MPs,  other legislative or logistics of people who are in your 

country designed to develop your politics and civilization, rights, representative of your country's  

government who creates a significant group and unify its policy, because it is a unitary political  

group, which is the main system of international Senate ED. This creates a federation that is based 

on one in common territories that still respects Your Monarchyal values and therefore it is for Your  

Monarchy advantage in the form of an extension territory and benefits of new possibilities.

This means that for Your Monarch person creates a new and valuable pride which is based on use  

common federation territory as one country under your sovereignty and political values, together 

with  other  Monarchial  representatives  of  countries  from around  the  world,  representatives  of 

countries who took advantage of this generous offer and support our united, promote common 

grow up our values and our policies, civilization and nation.

It's a way for the federation united around the world and together outpace value of the entire 

planet Earth since its formation and significance of world politics. Our cooperation arise which 

will be based on a joint effort to develop our civilization and nation, technology and quality of life, 

geography and  common network  industry,  transport,  media  communications,  engineering,  and 

many other forms of our policy. It's a common policy which is based on a new global values that  

may stand in the center of the world's political strategy, and we can utilize this opportunity for our 

united in the world and created a single world civilization, the unity of mankind. These are the  

details for your monarchial sovereignty significant steps that will be written into the history of  
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mankind for a period of several thousands of future performance, perhaps much longer. Perhaps it 

may be the moment when you will create a new future of humanity and the main center of the  

whole future history of mankind. For Your Monarchy person is in any case highly advantageous 

than shun for isolating your country and also to reject those greatest opportunities in the history of  

your country since the birth of this nation. It gives you a step that will bring a new and good 

options. Such action is not in no case of loss for your country, nation, government and monarchy. 

Our alliance is only an attractive option.

We may be highly intelligent and worldwide major political, economic and logistical entity. Our 

cooperation in international Senate is advantageous. Our cooperation is based on support for many 

functions organized logistics divisions and departments commission that will develop our country 

according to a common logistics and statistical information, while creating a strong network for  

international cooperation abroad worldwide. Advanced and special departments for the strategic 

development of our country and our values grow up policy. Formations which are distributed 

under the Department of Managament and work together as one information entity which the 

power is dependent on the decision of the Senate by our collective agreements and the agreements  

with  foreign political  entity  in  relativity  to  common affairs,  according  to  the direction  of  the 

Foreign Ministry. We will work as a mature international organization which is based on strong 

logistical  and  information  network  structure  which  handles  major  development  and  strategic 

information which will be based on the higher multy intelligence.

We will make joint use of significant value in the direction along the logistics policies that will be  

used for the development of our political abilities and future existence of our country, values,  

pride  and  power.  We'll  create  many  new  centers,  which  are  based  on  international  position.  

Political base which is based on free international cooperation, cooperation in banks and for our 

international  funds,  exploits opportunities  for collaboration in  the direction of development of 

national law and statutes intelligence strategy, exercises the option to create international laws and 

rules, raise our values abroad civilization and therefore we will arrange common options to fully  

communicate. We shall create a joint special agreement Legal relatedness, patent rights, rights of  

common markets, tourist sessions, significant safety position in the world, a strong network of our  

policy to be based on strong logistics of many kinds departments and the Commission.

Therefore, our policy is to work in the best values, we create a significant center that will be  

established to take advantage of every information and monitoring all  information possible,  a 

thorough analysis of  the data and establish cooperation with the whole managament.  Logistic  

formations that will  be the main Fazy directed to support the nation and improve the quality,  

improve the quality of international communication and cooperation.

Commission for the development strategy, commission policy strategy, the strategy committee for 

law  and  the  rules  of  supervision  on  responses  from  companies,  commission  recorded  every 

statistics  committee  for  a  common strategy  for  smart  Commission  meeting  will  be  a  special 

committee which is formed of professions Politicaly-Global advisors with 160 IQ values in people 

who re-calculate any political action or else finding our strategy and therefore that they could 

create for us advice and support good result of our strategy. At the same time, many services for 

special government representatives from national and international markets, or trading companies, 

banks,  organizations  and  political  entity.  Many,  other  commission  for  the  development  and 

improvement  of  our  political  values  and  functions  well  which  is  always  directed  to  the 

development of the best from around the world and is based on a global intelligence. My proposal  
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to create logistical Commission may on the basis of the first 80 departments for logistics and many 

other between-centers for communication and cooperation between services. The total value of the 

policy which is based on the desire to create the perfect logistics that is fed into possible through 

300 departments and political groups, early many more.

The number of deputy minister formation is just over 40 departments, soon there will be many 

more because for example my new technologies create new kinds of capabilities of one multi-

civilization.  This may mean theoretically increase in the number of Ministries  dozens of new 

category  and  the  direction  our  government  logistics.  Increased  logistics  has  a  value  higher 

capabilities for our development.

Our logistics will be enhanced with the use of special help logistics departments and many kinds 

of  super computers which are for  capturing movement and political  mainstream of society or 

civilization. Computers that record each step, and findings will then verify own strategy to create 

the best projects that will support us. At the same time the super computers and the ability to  

extend the value of the strategy with the help of recording information from their own information  

environment. His processors recorded and saved each direction information, for better production 

and the result which will be calculated with the help of super computers that monitor and know 

information about the nature of society and patterns of psychological operation. Super computers 

that can be synchronized with a computer for artificial intelligence, and therefore, he will be able  

to  easily  communicate  with  us  and  come  to  our  collective  political  meetings,  rallies  and 

conferences to promote our common political logistics, constantly creating collaboration with the 

departments for logistics. Our normal friend.

Our logistics cooperation create the possibility to put into operation with equanimity values of our 

civilization and society that can benefit from common values of quality life, geographic strategy, 

intelligence and production companies from the kind of federation entity of our Union, many other 

options that will unite our nations. You therefore not lose the value of your nation, our nation will 

only expand and therefore this nation is founded on the values of more advanced civilization, 

technology and logistics. Values which are based on the use of the most advanced civilizations  

from around the world.

Today, worldwide, there are many federation and political entity under international collaboration, 

organizations  and  movements.  My suggestion  is  in  many ways  more  advanced and  valuable. 

Today, the main problem against just such a plan, the European Union, perhaps the Council of 

Europe and the Organisation of the United Nations because they already know my projects and 

plans that are rapidly important for the world and for world politics than all of their competitors.  

Therefore, they quietly support blocking my people, because I'm not for extreme competition and 

it could also signify the discovery of several types of political networks of organized crime that is 

based on the abuse  of  political  power  or  coverage  of  the terrorist  attacks on the majority  of 

countries worldwide.

My political system is an intelligent mature and modern, capable of strong performance and good 

results. It is also the political system who outruns values of the Council of Europe and at the same 

time my political system outstrip political values and political strength, power, ability to function 

and collaborate  around the  world  like  the  United  Nations.  This  means  that  we may soon be  

functional as super political entity's capital around the world and global political logistics, a new 

kind of government policy which is based on system functions of international organizations in the 

style of collaboration with the government of the country as an internal body of one who Territory 
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based on a shared value of interim and internal affairs federation, a union, a significant political  

entity.

Therefore, to ensure that our interium will be mature and significant values calculated for the same 

values of the most advanced possibility of human existence. Our territory will be in the form of  

common territory which is based on a common policy with respect to independence monarchy and 

value policy, the pursuit of certainty for each entity to maintain its value as needed Territory. Our 

main goal is to use common options for our development and create a level of civilization and  

shared use of our technology, raw materials and foster economic values and goals. Our civilization 

will be united under the form of a single territory, with the possibility of international cooperation 

in the form of free tourist,  investment and economic and development movement. Our nation 

therefore greatly help extend the value of our civilization in each direction throughout our country.  

At  the  same  time,  our  common  logistics  Government  will  work  to  develop  our  strategy  for  

development  and  consequently  for  cooperation  with  nations  and  supported  by  national 

requirements for development.

We soon reach such a mature political and civilizational values of our common country will be in 

the form of super-powers who can be separately and independently from all over the world, on  

foreign  economy and politics.  We become a  strong political  entity  that  can  not  in  any  event  

threaten. Political entities that have a real possibility, therefore, to ensure its independence with  

the help of success in outclass integer values of planet Earth.

Our common policy for us too with the opportunity to benefit from joint projects for research and 

application of modern technology. Our development of modernity and intelligence technology will 

be based on the use of joint forces and capabilities. Our technology will be in terms of future 

generations, today one of the most advanced options. Our strong nation grow up its value and 

civilization inteligeence capabilities. While creating many kinds of special research civilization 

that can compare with the area such as the whole of Paris. Civilization full robotics, scientific 

information, electronics and artificial intelligence, modern genetics, modern chemistry and astro 

physical  process,  nano-technology  centers  and  super  computers,  laboratories  and  extensive 

technological networks. Major centers in many countries, centers on minimum values over several 

triliard € minimum value.

Created many special new civilization which will be based on the use of special technology and  

modern options, new values of civilization. Civilization which will in future be a new step for  

mankind, one of the most significant step mankind.

Our policy, our cooperation in international Senate will be based on a special option which give us 

the super computer center. It is not just about creating logistics for our civilization and common 

policies.  It's  another  of  the  many  other  options.  Special  computers  that  manipulate  special 

information from our civilization and society, it is a special mathematics reality and the space 

around us. Today's confirmation of this math works and can create significant advances for our 

common policy. Mathematics is based on different rhythms reality and computers these rhythms 

can calculate global, so give us a string that mathematically predict events of the future. Soon, we 

will be able to observe the virtual model of the future statistics from reality in the future. It's a  

virtual model which, with detail prediction of the movement and actions of our civilization and 

around us. The program will show us the future threats, bankruptcies, fraud against us or other 

disasters. The program calculates each event in the future as well as past and present. Program  

immediately  find  out  how  to  avoid  the  threat,  to  save  themselves  from  disaster  to  stop  
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bankruptcies and economical downturns or terrorist attacks. The program can predict in detail who 

the person is a terrorist or a traitor, scammers and other threat to our society. This means that we  

may already have a hundred years before the events to know the exact procedure to stop the crisis.

It's the same, we can utilize these information and computer programs for us to develop a plan to 

exploit some moment in the future reality, program support for our economy, safety, strategies 

army and the strength of our policies.

Imagine what it's like to know every moment around you throughout your country. Each moved 

and events. You'll always know who you can meet today and who will give you an offer. You can  

always  tell  how  you  want  now awaiting  the  day  and  that  experience  for  you  are  the  most  

important. Immediately will know in what place are beneficial event for you and how it comes to 

good use.  Always  easy  to  understand  who  will  want  to  betray  and  cheat  you.  Our  future  is  

therefore without risk and without any problems. It is the future that basically waiting for us, while 

we, therefore helping humanity.

Our  political  group  will  be  based  on  the  use  of  advanced  options  and  cooperation  for  the  

globalization of our society and values. Each of the masses can utilize the full capabilities of for 

their safety. Each representative monarchy will use the full rights to ensure your own safety in the  

interim his country and the regions of our federation or abroad, with the help of the services 

offered by the political groups of our global alliance. No monarch does not lose its importance in 

the  country  or  political  value.  Monarchial  representatives  and the  government  of  the  country 

remains functional as the main representative of the territory, which means that our cooperation is  

no loss or restricted by your people and politics. It's just better step that will support your value  

and new possibilities. New times of the global power. It is a step that help create stronger political,  

economic, social, security or civilizational options. Options which belongs to the most advanced 

possibilities from around the world. This is the only gainful and protp's no loss. It is an advantage  

that you even creates significant opportunities through the ability to leverage our common policy 

that is beneficial to you new value that is materially more advanced more important than the value 

of your territory and economic society.

My plan for cooperation with Monarchyal  country representatives and Dear Family is paid in  

jointly promote our values of Monarchy, it is a way to build a strong group of political orientation  

that  will  be  known in  history  in  the  form of  many  legends  and  proud  historical  knowledge.  

Historical findings which are based support for value names Monarchyal representative in our 

federation and therefore future generations around the world can respect a remnant of the our 

common existence and worship them as an important part of history humanity.

My direction is to support each monarch and his family, grow up its values and options in the  

company. Keeping his reverence and respect.

Each Monarch prosecutor to be added to my union, Dear will immediately gain support for the 

construction of his palace in the form of extensive fortified settlement, for the creation of a family  

empire, the family center which is based on advanced levels and strong economic ratification. 

Palaces based on internal infrastructure and advanced technology, according to the needs of your  

Monarchial family. It support for the possibility to use other valuable possessions and ownership 

that are intended for titles Monarchy country.

For example, my permission is also conducted for a special opportunity to establish Monarchial  

currency coin for each Monarchial family in our Union. It Monarchist's coin that has its value  

based on the values of assets and Monarchyal Family. Coins that you can independently regulate 
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according  to  their  own  development  values  and  determine  the  total  number  of  coins.  All  in  

federation, Monarchyal Family has the opportunity to create your own coin that is registered to 

private value. Therefore, Your Monarchy can use my economic system under the name,, Dual-

Inter-Value ",

 it  means the possibility  of  unlimited use of  national  markets,  while  so groving value of  the 

country's GDP, and development economics, markets learners to enhance their ability to both.  

Your coin will be led the central Federation bank, which means that you can always go back and 

coins through the bank will be paid to traders who had got from you. This means that your family  

can made up Monarch, its value on important family center, private industrial zones, utilities and  

other producing zones such as food, automobiles or aircraft,  various other options as grow up 

value of your coins,  value and their number must be dependent on the consumption levels of 

society and civilization, at the same time economical calculation of raw materials market. Coins  

which then goes use in each federation country, future any where in the world.

Your country's government, legal person policy also has a similar benefit from the same system 

that will be uniform for the Governments of countries. This means that political salaries can be 

unlimited. My views on political salaries does not support such a system which is used today. My 

view of the ability of political parties and government employees is the foundation of their efforts 

to promote freedom, financial freedom and irrelevance, the ability to freely to their work without  

any restrictions stressful. It is a strategy for promoting political performance by granting financial 

freedom for political and improvements to its political ideology which will support the expansion 

of our society according to the rules of peacekeeping and by good qualities of humanity. Political  

efforts to such person which is based on financial freedom, his efforts to support the nation with a 

highly improved and the main goal will be to call social values, according to his personal level. 

Political party shall not abuse this opportunity, his efforts will only take advantage of options to  

ensure a good professional values, it is a natural reaction.

At the same time, the country's government has greater possibilities for unrestricted development 

of our country and its quality. Development of accommodation centers, development of utilities  

and transport modernization or civilization. Many important possibilities. Our government has 

ground us secure significant future and security of our civilization. Civilization which may we all 

use as their own country, according to our needs.

We monarchy, creating objects such as a palace for our families and future Monarchial generarion,  

palaces which originates in the territory,, World Diamond "because it is a territory which will be  

based on international sovereignty. Territory that is the biggest political and global center of the 

whole humanity of all civilization values of mankind. Therefore, it is for us to create our palaces  

Most preferably in such political zone where it will take place major world politics.

Our palace will be interconnected with the help of special transports that can utilize the speed of 

10,000  kilometers  per  hour.  Hence  arises  our  common  center  which  will  serve  our  social 

communication and at the same time spent together in our free time. If our palace from each other 

remotely over several thousand kilometers, we may within a few minutes every other monarchy 

and communicate  together and develop our common Ceneter  in  the form of cooperation at  a 

personal political connections.

Is it convenient for you to use such infrastructure and political centers of our personal Palace.  

Such possibilities lift up our values and that we can get greater political and social prestige. We 

will  use them to improve our  centers  of  political  power  and the ability  to  politically  effects, 
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develop and communicate politically.

These are values that are granted from my side for you, in good faith and reasoning. To promote  

our  common values  and  common development.  These  are  values  that  will  better  support  the 

monarchy alliances and relationships that are based on trust, honesty and purity.

Our governments of countries get many other values and opportunities that we so we can use to  

expand our political and communication networks and social values. Our common civilization will  

be based on the significant value of agricultural production and industrial values will create many 

new markets, common transport network, strategy, policy and leadership civilization, much more. 

Early start to the emergence of new cities which are based on modern civilization. Our cities can 

benefit many commercial and technological networks. Shopping centers, cinemas, galleries, spa,  

aqua parks, economic and business center, a center for legal doctrine and Research, Information  

gallery  of  the  world  around  us,  museums,  operas,  theaters,  galleries,  institutes  and  scientific 

centers, bars and various forms of commerce interestingly many special recreation or urban area. 

Zona for official business, other business and economic zone, zone for Legal Affairs, the tourist  

zone, center for night tourism and entertainment, many centers for recreation and entertainment 

center for education in many ways categories and professions. My plan is a build special sport  

centrum with may be 30 stadion's and game zone's, sport hall's in all city. Can arise new, the  

Special  Center  for  Health and Full  Regeneration or  health  care.  Then can also arise  between  

centers for military infrastructure. Different kinds of centers which arise according to the values of  

our country and the movement of our population, part to growing of the Global city's. At the same 

time so there are several dozen such centers and urban zones, zone as many other similar type.  

Will  be  created  beautiful  gardens  and  parks,  exquisite  relaxation,  the  Homes  of  the  Music,  

massage center's, beautifull skyline's. My personal plan is to create a city which are in the forms,,  

Paradise Gardens. "The city that looks like a paradise that is based on strong intelligence support  

and quality of life.

Our infrastructure will  be developed to include many other special networks that will  support  

example,  material  transport  between the  business  centers  and  warehouses  for  the  city.  In  the  

modern  city  architectural  changes,  new streets  that  will  be  installed  between skyscrapers,  for 

example,  at a height of five hundred meters from the ground, among the skyscrapers and tall  

buildings. The area of city streets, for example, will grow by 3 times. Create many other networks  

that are founded on the transfer of energy between station's to fuel, power, gas, water filtration and  

waste utilization system, systems for the expansion of civilization and time's of Urbanized. Every 

part of our civilization will be based on the full sources of electricity, significantly electrification 

of the whole country. In any case, a lot of kinds of power stations which are based on friendly 

trade version.  Thermal, gas-fired,  thermal, biological, exploitation of natural substances in the 

form of intelligent technologies, or power plant from nanotechnology research. Nuclear power can 

be generated according to strong safety standards. My basic plan for a nuclear power plant deal  

with over the theory of gravitational processes that can isolate nuclear explosion in a box or a  

particle system which can isolate nuclear energy in one place, without damage to the surrounding 

environment and the transformation of energy into harmless particles. Soon created an extensive 

network of heating plants across the country. Incurred by the network for the treatment of water or  

other chemicals. I have a petition to cistici network for bio-waste and make a clean environment,  

eliminate  the  risk  of  contamination  of  nature.  My proposals  may  create  security  isolation  of  

chemical cycle and therefore support ecology. In the direction of the gas pipelines and resource 
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arises possible new strong network that is based on internal production which is dedicated raw 

materials from the laboratory to natural, renewable resources. That means diamond, gold, silver, 

titanium, iron ore, copper, gas, many more, our efforts will be for research strongly production 

every raw material that we use the most possibilities for the development of new technology and 

the use of chemical reactions with the help of super computing research center's who can reguled  

common managament.  Telecommunications  and the Internet  or  other  digital  networks  will  be 

available at each center of civilization, in towns, villages or special zones civilization, industrial 

and  research  centers  that  are  far  away  from  civilization.  My  plan  is  to  create  economic 

computational  grid  of  the  city,  the  network  that  you  encounter  every  payment  in  trade  and  

movement of the goods or other consumption and population movement in the form of a crowd of 

personal. Such a program find the exact options for the future development of our civilization and 

support  our  common  logistics.  The  program  immediately  calculates  the  best  strategy  for 

development and accordingly initiates the development of an entire civilization, with the help of 

robotic  technology and intelligence can replace civil  engineers  and  workmen or other  special 

employees. The program is simple, programs can be recorded, for example, increasing the birth 

rate and therefore our program to develop a plan to increase food production or construction of 

other  residential  zones  and  the  development  of  educational  schools,  parks  for  children's 

entertainment and much more, automaticaly. My direction is to create a special system for the 

synchronization of virtual reality with our civilization in the direction of logistics, information and 

movement,  or  perhaps  soon  will  go  to  create  a  support  network  and  forecast  our  future  and 

encourage good reality no threat to the programs that will always warn us about the dangers, threat 

or loss of an object, such as the threat terrorism with a mean person and conflict. In another series 

arises many infrastructural  elements to  support  transports  and National  movement in  the city,  

special stations which are based on modern technology and a special kind of transport. Our nations 

may soon employs robotic network infrastructure, robotic technology will take care of cleanliness 

and keeping higieny entire city. In other ways, it's Robotics that will help the police to ensure the 

safety and removal of any crime from across the city and society. Our civilization will soon be 

without crime, will be founded on the clarity and intelligence. Another network infrastructure will 

assist the maintenance and development of the city, calculed and analize information will help 

digital bus, drone, a robot in the streets which transmit all the information into a super computer. 

Such information will be used for documenting our civilization and detail its movement through 

every-day development and usability for the nation. My plan for the promotion of super PC is too 

extensive.  We  create  many  new  cities,  which  are  based  on  the  super  computer  and  robotic  

civilization. Then, in human civilization, some types of robotics will assist in business activity and 

grow up our common markets, our growth and or example, the freedom to communicate with the  

nation.  Today  is  my plan  to  create  a  strong  economic  development  networks.  These  are  my 

personal program that removes poverty and unemployment of our country program which we are 

organizing  together,  our  peoples  will  glorify  us.  My market  development  is  paid  for  each  to 

constitute an existential profession from around the world and my plan is to create an economic 

structure  that  is  based  on  fully  exploit  these  opportunities  in  the  market.  If  I  create  my full  

development plan under the project for the use of different materials and cooperation with some 

types of modern technology, full effort to expand the number of managament subject to economic  

manipulation, then in one country created over 25 million commercial companies and firm's for 

10,000.000 of our population and such values trading company will hold to increase, to grow and 
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grow. Muj economic plan can secure an increase in GDP stale value of 10 € kvadriliard who are 

recalculated for the territory which is based on a population of 10 million people. My plan is in the 

main phase bases on a unified nation and make a significant center which is spread across the  

whole  country.  One  global  hub  which  is  connected  through  a  joint  telecommunications  and 

information network, using the network of economic, virtual, energetic, legal or transport.

That  means the transport  network will  expand to the vast new highway that  are designed for  

speeds of 200 or 600 kilometers per hour, or special transportation systems that allow travel at  

speeds of minutes over ten thousand miles. At the same time, our city will be extended to many 

other forms of transport or special equipment. In the city can be isolated in a special highway  

tunnels  and  corridors  that  are  created  for  the  isolation  of  smog  from  car  exhausts.  Special 

processing network smog from freeways and factories, smog can then be used by industry for the  

emergence of other precious substances and materials, additional drives can, for example materials 

that resemble gasoline, for example, because the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia will  utilize special 

development to set compensation for the economic value oil markets which in any case will fall in 

value due to the simple ability production own artificial substance in the laboratory and also for 

renovations industry which works on electricity. Our ecology is improved by a value greater than  

90%, it is a Bigger step ! Transport system will be clean, without harmful effects. Highway will  

also be a special system for recharging of electricity, even when driving a car or refueling of other  

automotive fuel. I created too few suggestions for navigation network and automatic cars with  

auto-pilot. My next proposal contains such as digital airy highway for flying cars and motorbikes 

that I designed myself. It further ways of transportation, my suggestions are better than today's  

technology first flying cars. Certainty is that arise other special transport network for Population 

transportation, while buses, trams ecological,  special technology for the subway who can ride  

around  the  city  at  speeds  of  over  two  thousand  miles  per  hour.  Next,  I  also  have  plan  for 

widespread  water  transport  and  water  networks  of  rivers  and  economic  Water  centers.  

Consequently, it is my goal to create a centralized station for airships and other similar transports, 

such as My plans for quiet helicopter is designed for public transport, a truly modern technology 

that differs from today's technology and is not a substitute for hazardous airships.

Our  civilization  will  be  based  on  many  new  engineering  networks  and  technology  that  

fundamentally changes about society and made new modern civilization system, grow up us on 

many other different technological levels. New time of the Inteligent civilization.

Our  possibilities  of  modern  transport  will  be  more  advanced  than  transports  other  countries  

worldwide. Therefore, our transport can specialy grow up values of our civilization in the unusual 

value, thereby creating a technologically advanced society and our nation. Is it together in the  

future of nations which will be based on unity and full cooperation without racial and cultural 

barriers, so this will be the most powerful nations of the world. Our transports and technology will 

in many new and innovative ways. They can use the several thousand kilometers per hour, connect 

every major city and our nation to unite us. Our nation will use this opportunity to communicate 

the whole area of our country. One route from Berlin to London will be time consuming for less  

than a ten minutes traveling. Our nations begin to travel between the capital city, feeling as if he 

rode the tram around the city, unite the whole economy of the country and every major city will 

have social significance for the nation a world city.

Made just one main city as the center of the whole territory, we will use modern options and 

together we will support in order to create a major center of all major cities in our territory, then 
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our city will unite and create a common significant civilization in the form of one city.

Today, my part of plan for transport are based example of special technology which transmits  

means of transportation through the orbital path of planet Earth. We therefore can travel from one  

city, for example, from Paris to Tokyo in just ten minutes.

I  have  many  plans  for  infrastructure,  energy,  transport,  architecture,  company,  site  and  other 

special  elements  of  civilization.  Many kind of  project  for  our  development  projects,  and this  

number  will  grow  rapidly,  soon  the  number  could  be  increased  by  not  more  extensive  and 

important projects from around the world.

I do not now publish all into consideration, I only publish the first project for the development  

basis of modern civilization, at the time of my freedom, I will like expand foreign cooperation by 

joint strategies and cooperation. Therefore we can together to create a strong and important nation. 

Special kinds of transport, historicaly is first High way to the globalization. Globalization, It is a 

major nation which will be known as one of the most advanced nations from around the world.  

Developed countries that outperform the values of other countries around the world, that we might 

be able to establish further cooperation and unify our territory.

Our territory may in the first Fazy extensively. Extensively across the world. The continents of  

Europe, Africa, Asia and Micronesia or the Pacific Islands. That means we will be able to create 

my designs for transport to create a strong transport network across the globe. Contact our coutry 

and create a transport link that will allow travel from city to city at a rate of a few minutes.

If we work well together, we then create a new kind of global city, under such transport strategies. 

New Town which is based on respect for our sovereignty and Monarchist unity that is based on 

our  cooperation,,  Empire  of  Diamond  ",  therefore  it  is  important  for  you  chance  to  start 

cooperation with me. Cooperation means for Your country just grow up values of your Monarchist  

country. The new city that is created in the form of a global center across the planet Earth. Many 

of  the  pieces  that  will  be  in  cities  around  the  world  and  will  also  be  connected  using  my 

suggestions for transport. It will be a similar time of stupor simple travel from one side of town to 

the other side. Each day, the ordinary way of our population may be based upon a morning trip to 

the store for breakfast, over half of all the world, twenty minutes there and back. We can created 

new time of International-National sociology when our nations can shareevery live day in all 

federation countries at the one moment. New second city in the direction of global concepts and 

theories of globalization around the world, system of the One city of parts around the world, it is  

First biggest city in the history of mankind, bigger then how be can Babylon. Our joint city to be  

the best a place for collaboration in the direction of the world economy and politics, we and our 

global city becomes a world center. At the same time, our city will become the meaning of which  

grow up cultural values of our country and other World Heritage values.

Too  is  it  a  great  step  to  made  up  common  Monarchial  values,  we  can  commonly  build  a  

Monarchial city in similar time of super globalization.

Our Monarchist city can be based at the magnificent values. Beautiful palaces of our families and 

governments of Monarchial countries, our name's of parks and gardens or significant sculptures,  

such as the size of over 500 meters above the ground. Major urban streets and avenues, important  

houses  and  squares  that  will  be  based  on  our  honor  and  value  of  Monarchialy  international 

cooperation. We can create many new types of universities and international centers for support  

Monarchyst Values and cultur of political time. We can create monumental city which will be 

spread across the world, a city that signifies our monarchy and the significant value that is based 
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upon powerful change for humanity and society. Our real value of which will be dedicated to 

future generations of mankind on the planet and in the Universe.

Our cooperation can bring significant change for the better future value of our countries. It  is  

cooperation that will  bring us the ability to collaborate and develop. Our country can create a  

common business and political strategy. Our country can build a better strategy for markets with  

oil or gas. For example, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia usage may increase in the value per barrel of oil  

prices and significant financial or economic substitute for oil in the Arabian market and abroad,  

the  Japanese  Empire  gets  better  strategy  for  the  sale  of  goods  to  the  world  and  position  for 

production or Japan can create a position as one of major retailers in the country due to rapid 

economic expansion capabilities and development which, in the same values, but will be created 

for each of our federation country. Development of other federation operator does not compete, 

joint work in banks our provide the opportunity for joint development which is more significant  

and together, the surplus on the market directs the development of cosmic values. Markets are also 

beneficial for the UK to lose any position against today's political strategy and dependence on 

Europe, United Kingdom can expanze economical cooperation and development of political sites, 

new and better strongest political pozitions than what we can today. The United Kingdom will  

strengthen our joint market value and cooperation with other policy abroad such as USA, one of  

the common trade center, for foreign countries is new gate to the world. The next, too instance, the 

Kingdom of Swaziland or Lesotho gets a lot of raw materials, grow food from around the world,  

medicines for each disease and parasites or can used high technology and information, modern 

cities  and  expanded  civilization.  The  Kingdom  of  Denmark  or  the  Norway,  North  European 

Kingdom's can good coopered in developing for common strategis and used political structur, 

political power in one common Name. Cooperation in Bank's, federational or international fund 

can used new strategy's for rapid development. North European Kingdom's can be our strategical 

center's for communication to North position and Pacific zone's. APEC is significant organization 

and future of the Pacifical zone can be important to our policy and economy. North European 

Kingdom's have beautiful natural and skyline zone's. Our future, one of the Natural center's, great  

values to  the common values.  The Kingdom of Bhutan can gain significant  safety before the 

occupation  or  overthrow of  the  monarchy  that  could  be  threatened  by  other  political  entities 

abroad who abuse political power, such as some policy actions of the Russian Federation, the 

Republic  of  China and various other  countries,  we create  safety  because we will  be stronger 

politically, advanced and the whole world will support us because we will be fair and not steal the 

sake of our policies. At the same time my plans for the development of the army capable of  

running a very strong army that can be up stronger than foreign armies in the world. My goal for  

the Kingdom of Bhutan will support based on a common agreement in our Constitution ED, it  

means maintaining the same values country a nation, but the effort to improve the quality of these 

and create a more beautiful civilization. Another kingdom in ocean territory's or with disapered's 

ground can get many new sources of raw materials and ensure a strong development in the value  

of sophistication, modernity and technological landmarks, without depending on the surrounding 

world, its own sources of raw materials and economic values, independence from foreign markets. 

In one time, special transport contact's to the world. Morocco acquiring a significant connection to 

European civilization and support for the development of territories. Western Sahara and Morocco 

may soon be full of green nature and also the beautiful gardens or strong powerfull agro-industrial  

zone's. Cities will be in the form of the most advanced centers on the planet Earth, Center for  
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cooperation with European, American and African community with the opportunity to use Arab 

relations in Asia. Saudi Arabia has the same options, it is the creation of a new economic center 

for the continental cooperation in Europe, Asia and Africa. Special Center of Global  national, 

economical and political communication around the whole zone of North Africa. Better capacity 

than USA today. Kingdom of Thailand may receive support for the return of Rama to his throne, if 

it  is  dropping frames in  conflict  with  his  decision.  If  the  mode was  changed to  Thailand  by  

permission from Ramy, it is possible that Mr. Prayuth Chan-ocha added to our federation, because  

he uses many special options. Thailand is beautifull and very nice country, Bangkok is one of the 

Beautiful citys in the world, City of Angel's. Kingdom of Jordan usage may help to ensure the 

safety against threats from terrorism part of the Syrian rebels and also from ISIS or from other 

terrorist groups. Also, for Jordanian territory arises, for example, support for the development of  

artificial islands along the coast, islands for new cities, artificial islands and civilization under the 

sea. Has the same options Qatar, Kuvait, Monaco, Yemen, Oman and other countries with smaller 

size  territory  or  maritime  zones.  The  northern  kingdom  get  a  more  important  position  for 

cooperation and security policies due to the collapse of European sovereignty and threats from the 

Russian Federation. For every country in the world, cooperation can have real value than the value 

of the entire planet Earth by today's standards and conditions. Each kingdom, Sutan and other  

monarchies who enters our federation will be developed only in the best interests of our country 

and the possibility that will be based on the use of the best direction.

Our common policies can be used for many other strategies.  For example, our cooperation in 

banks create the possibility to expand trade and export to others countries from a nearby position, 

at a lower customs spending that arise with the help of worldwide travel or transport to other 

countries. At the same time, our common policies can exploit greater opportunity to negotiate a  

better tariff policy abroad, significant network of common market or example of development 

cooperation expand our market to foreign territories and improve cooperation. Many new types of 

skills and bilateral and multi lateral cooperation, with used a strong inteligency.

Today there are many different types of federations and unions around the world, we will be like a 

political  entity.  In  addition,  we have greater  capabilities  than others.  We have many strategic 

positions for us to be a strong advantage. My legal draft constitution,, World Diamond "is based  

on the desire to create an international sovereignty of governments around the world that will  

interoperate in a territorial position which is one of our main members of the federation. WD's  

territory  which  will  serve  as  the  world's  political  center.  Therefore,  we  will  have  the  most  

significant political position for communication around the world, we are also possible that our 

values will be based on the centralization of world politics to run for our country and for general 

working with us. it's a much more significant opportunities for our countries' governments which, 

therefore, gain global option, use the view of the entire area of world politics. Respect from all  

over the world and nations. We will therefore with a strong position and the strong value of our  

politics and political society.

It is a certainty that we will jointly determine a mature political entity that will function as the 

United Nations and the international value of such a policy. Today I was looking at some analyzes  

of the United Nations, so that I can fully say, we will be strong advanced and beneficial than the 

United Nations. Our significant value will  be mainly in the direction of world security policy 

which will be based on the certainty of immediate and strong maintenance of world peace with no 

conflict in the world, each time just by justice and rights, abusive situations to support the strategy 
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in our country. Always the right solution by a justice functions differently from the UNSC which 

can not even fight ISIS and dampen abroad conflict's with immediate effect. In the direction of  

development is more advanced our values, we remove poverty worldwide, we remove the lack of 

food and medical  equipment.  We give  education  to  everyone  around the  world,  home, stable 

family security, adequate financial and material resources or sufficient quality of life. My plans are 

officially more important than each development project of the United Nations Millennium UN 

example projects. After the economic affairs, we can use a larger number of options. For example, 

our central bank that can be done in cooperation with the International Fund our federation. Our 

feature of international politics and international support for a project may be based on use value 

of gross domestic product. We therefore have a much greater certainty of economic stability, the  

stability of which will support the entire world the same effort. At the same time, business firms 

that  are  registered under our countries,  they have a  much better  chance to  take advantage of  

cooperation abroad and to support the development or multi-economic projects that are based on 

the stability of the reimbursement process work using GDP increase foreign country. At the same 

time, our business, so the company can take advantage of opportunities for collaboration in our  

Managament. This means that our value in the direction of world development, to support the 

economy, ensure all the necessities of life, development of international values, therefore we will 

be stronger than the United Nations. My goal is to eliminate many problems around the world. In  

the  direction  of  science  is  the  same,  together  we can  surpass  the value  of  world  progress  of  

mankind throughout history,  we value these mankind can surpass a  few weeks,  rapidly.  Even 

today, my scientific value for all mankind in many ways more important than the United Nations.  

Soon  we  will  be  able  to  promote  development  throughout  the  world,  uses  our  science  for  

cooperation with the other governmemt's country to maintain a good of mankind.

The United Nations is created from the political center which is based on cooperation with the 

other international organizations worldwide. We can use my draft constitution,, World Diamond " 

and system of the ,,Empire of Diamond". This results in a more advanced international political  

center  which  will  be  based  on  the  equivalence  for  democracy  issues  in  international  affairs. 

Centrum which enjoy greater political skills and organization with an immediate response that is 

based on stability. At the same time, too, our National values of companies are more advanced 

than the  value of  the United Nations and other organizations  that  are  linked  to  the UN. Our 

companies will achieve significant development that values based on collaboration between all 

federation firm's of country which together create significant Organized groups that are based on 

inteligency  and  skills  development  each  direction  existence  of  civilization  and  society,  with 

special right system be international agreements to common delopment cooperation to foreign. 

One  Perfect  super  Entities  can get  special  legal  value  for  the  development  civilization  and 

international cooperation, which is based on the common market or cooperation in banks. at the 

same time, political guidelines for ED, ED under the constitution, my plan is to create several  

Another kind of development or logistics organization that will be designated for development in  

the world. Number of my ministries over 40 categories, the number of logistics unit will be in the 

first steps around 300 other category, with out calculed of my organization's and institution's, who 

is in more hundred's new time's. That means we will be highly mature political entity that is based 

on  the  high  capability  of  organization  and  use  every  possibility  for  development,  types  my 

business and NGOs will be designed for education, health care, pharmaceuticals, genetic affairs of 

nations,  communication  affairs,  peaceful  needs,  aviation,  economy and banks  or  international 
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mutual  funds  and  other  areas  of  cooperation,  research,  science,  nature,  food,  emergency, 

communication, space colonization, or the universe, many significant ways around the world and 

make the most category which are based on the ability of nations and global activities existence of 

humanity or civilization.

My next plan is to build a new city policy that is based on the international political movement in 

the  form  of  centers  established  for  international  organizations,  bank  branches,  international 

Institution's, another political organizational and logystical institutes and departments from around 

the  world.  It's  a  big  step  for  globalization  advances  that  will  be  kept  under  our  constitution 

territories. Of steps which is important for us, it is a step that creates a significant center that re-

creates the middle of our country in world politics. Political town created in international territory 

WD, the city in which everyone has access political entities and persons from around the world.  

The  new  center  of  world  politics  with  special  kinds  form  of  logistics,  internal  economics,  

encouraged  cooperation.  I  want  to  create  a  similar  center  under  the  constitution  ED.  It  is  a 

proposal  for  the creation of  artificial  islands in  the Mediterranean Sea or  the Atlantic  Ocean,  

possibly in the Pacific Ocean and other strategic positions. Artificial islands that are accessible to  

every  person  in  the  whole  world.  The  islands  on  which  may  arise  important  center  for  any 

organization, institution, logistically department, movement, more politically and organizationally 

active department which focuses on global cooperation and organization, ensuring human rights, 

support for economic development, organization of markets and economic cooperation, economic 

forum organizations that work together to provide security and management cooperation between 

the  police  and  army,  international  medical  centers,  commercial  centers  around the  world  and 

managament formations. Artificial islands which then become the political center of the world that 

we can use for our cooperation and the development of our policy. Therefore we can use another  

way to our federation policies create the world's political center which is in many ways more  

advanced and more powerful than the United Nations. These are steps in the globalization of the 

greatest values in the history of mankind. The values that grow up future values of all humanity.

My plans are extensively in many other directions. My plans are based on many other levels. It's 

more advanced options for  supporting my plans for the unification of  the entire world united 

together  through  a  joint  policy,  diplomacy  and  democracy  governments  of  the  countries  and 

peoples. My strategic for the unification of all humanity strong enough and appropriate for today's  

best from around the world. I am the man who has therefore the best chance to create a world  

unity. We therefore together we can unite the entire world, to create the biggest step in the history 

of mankind. Therefore, our policy can be strong and prosperous. One strong government of the 

country, political multy body in several forms of political logistics would govern the country over 

the  mold  Federation  to  the  value  of  an  international  organization  which  is  logistically  and 

strategically advantageous, more advanced than the United Nations, European Union, Council of 

Europe,  various other organizations from around the world that  have the ability to work as a 

regional political entity with a ratio range of global society and the planet earth. At the same time, 

our values can be expanded up outside our planet, and we can expand our territories around the 

universe at distances of a few million light years from Earth, one of the biggest step of mankind 

since the birth of our planet.

We  can  extend  the  value  of  our  federation  sovereignty  into  international  sovereignty  of 

governments  around  the  world,  to  the  value  of  new international  land,  the  new international 

territory into a form the body can span the entire Solar system is the Sun.
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International civilization that exceeds the value of planet Earth. Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and 

Saturn, and many other planets and moons or artificial center of the universe. Very quickly will the 

emergence of a greater civilization than civilization on planet Earth. My technology is able to 

extend  advanced  civilization  and  on  an  alien  planet  and  to  streamline  transport  between 

civilizations civilization which creates a full possibility of communication and our vital resources.

It is a fact that our Monarchist cooperation can produce the biggest and strongest political center  

from around the world, we remain those which are centered world, the center of which constitutes 

a major political value of our countries and therefore caters for countries abroad. Once political  

stability in the world and beneficial systems than those existential today.

Therefore, it is our common development through a federation of political cooperation the best 

step for your country. It is for you the biggest step in your history, a step which is more significant 

than  the  entire  value  of  your  country.  Together  we  can  create  a  territory  that  is  politically, 

economically independent and civilization. It  is also the territory which will  be its size, much 

larger than the entire planet Earth, the whole history of mankind.

My use of joint development of economy, industry and civilization values. Each of the Federation 

and the country will work together to develop our shared values of civilization and to create our 

independence, strength and dominance throughout the world. Create a project that will support our 

business firms and organizations or movements, other legal forms of business groups. Therefore,  

we will expand markets and increase export abroad. Made up cooperation throughout the world  

and create the stability of our markets. Our stability will be based on the internal system without  

dependence on other countries. We create a strategy for cooperation between the central banks of 

our countries and increase the value of funds in the future will support our multi-strategy and 

policy alterations of economic value according to our needs. We support many new economic 

systems that will support economic operation of our civilization, quality of life and development 

of nations. We will create an economic system D-I-V and we can give subsidies to enterprises,  

companies, commercial companies and for the organizational entities active in our country. May 

incur additional charges for products for sales and production. While creating stronger support for 

people who give greater financial stability and support from the government of the country. It may 

be many economic programs for national options in the direction of transport, study, expanding 

the number of  people in  the family,  for  community commercial  entertainment and recreation, 

ensuring other human needs such as Higiena, health, support for healthy psychology and many 

others. Our nation can exploit opportunities that are based on our ability to rapidly produce. Every  

citizen  can have  your  house  for  free,  meal,  study,  transport  in  the  country,  health  and  social  

services,  some  commercial  networks  based  health  development  of  mind,  psychology  and 

intelligence,  many  other  options  which  will  be  divided  into  the  possibility  of  using  certain  

categories of such services, according to person. Unemployed certainly has a right to live, study, 

dining  and  living,  employee,  you  have  additional  options  in  higher  categories,  and  finally  

president of the company, chief manager and other people can use the full potential,, Intelligent  

Motivation. "Our common goal is for us to create value with equanimity our civilization and raw 

materials independence. Let's create a strategy for grow up our values. Each of our federation 

civilization will be full individuality without dependence. Each of our federation civilization will 

be based on the most advanced in the direction of the equivalence values of civilization in the  

federation. This means that the weakest des civilization countries will soon be compared with the 

value of New York, Germany, China and other major civilizations. My goal is to create grow up 
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economy to form formula,,  10 quadriliard  € for  a  population of  10 million  worth of  people, 

"according to the actual calculation depending on the internal sales excluding the value of exports  

and cooperation abroad. My real value of network can be more valuable.

Economic  development  of  civilization  in  the  form  of  many  projects  that  alleviates  poverty, 

illiteracy and economic inactivity nation. Civilization arises where there is poverty, life homeless,  

poor quality of life, illiteracy, unemployment due to the lack of jobs, in a first ratio in terms of  

business firm's and companies 25,000 to 10,000 people, for first step. Support must come to the 

conclusion collaboration between businesses and creating strong corporate and multi-functioning 

legal  forms  that  can  utilize  a  common  patent  value  and  thus  re-creating  a  more  advanced 

civilization values or through global cooperation to expand our markets and the emergence of new 

companies. Form of patent rights may also change into another form, the new strategie to support 

the development of companies and their equity value of the right market at the same time the 

development of civilization and stronger dinamical markets. Soon will encourage equity markets 

and other securities  markets.  Markets  price of  paper and system sales and strategies that  can 

strongly grow up our GDP by several tens of percent, after a joint literacy nation it can be over  

100%  increase  in  GDP.  To  support  our  civilization  will  be  created  managament  system 

development and provisioning systems for other companies for development. Donations, Right  

Donations  and  sponsorships  for  the  development,  research,  residential,  develop  markets  and 

dinamic  market  economic  networks,  to  develop  common  values  and  infrastructure  for  the 

development of an entire civilization and the quality of the company which will therefore be based 

on the potential uses for its national and civilizational development by existential each option and 

raw materials. Create cooperation between central banks, these materials may therefore uses every 

entity of our federation. Each entity federation will have the possibility to use different materials 

federation entity, and therefore created an extensive system of common market and the use of 

technology. Our bank will  benefit  from a strong logistics  and co-operation in  the interim our  

federation at the same time the direction of foreign agreements for development.

I  have a  project  for  the establishment  of  a  special  bank which  is  based on leadership in  the 

economic operation of virtual realities that are based on full copy of the reality around us. It's a 

special reality created in the Digital world (Soon I create a new kind of virtual world. It will be a 

Bio-emotional-Virtuality) in which is the exact copy of our civilization, the civilization to which 

can be made through a special bank account to connect everyone from around the saint. It is my 

suggestion from my childhood that I want to extend a proposal to form an international bank 

which will operate under direction my people and foreign governments in the country performing 

in  relation  foreign  territory.  International  Bank  which  may in  advanced  countries  learners  to 

enhance the GDP of hundreds of percent in developing countries will increase the value of GDP a 

thousand percent. Therefore, there may arise a special agreement on the use of foreign capital 

banks and the  possibility  of  raw materials  purchased  by the Territory or  other  legal  services, 

maybe create a larger system of common markets between our countries. Therefore, we will be 

able to draw a good deal of foreign markets and inflation value of our financial  currency for  

importing radically reduced. At the same time we may use our bank for international economic 

cooperation and create a system of joint IMF and the markets with the possibility of exchange of  

values  between  countries.  This  is  a  big  bonus  for  us,  because  we  are  again  better  than  the 

European Central Bank, the World Bank and other international financial institutions. This is a big 

bonus for our country, bonus which again supports our value-economically central logistics entity 
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in the world.

Similar economic international body created form of Central bank WD which will operate in a 

similar  manner  as  the  World  Bank and the  European  Central  Bank.  For  Inter  possibilities  of  

cooperation in the federation and continuously maintaining our independence or market economy 

on the foreign sector, then our system will more shape of the International Institute cooperate on  

matters in which foreign. Rise many choices of our country creates a central economic position 

which has the best opportunities for strong economic cooperation across the world.

At the same time, we will use special mathematical programs that will predict bankruptcies, fraud  

or a loss, competition and other situations, dozens year ahead. Therefore we can use the most  

stable banks in the world. Our banks are always stable and without loss, the bank where there is  

only  grow because  the  loss  can  not  exist.  We  can  always  know the  good and  the  preferred 

direction  for  investment  or  development  support  as  full  function.  This  means  that  every 

government  in  the  country  all  over  the  world  immediately  welcome  cooperation  with  our 

international  bank  and  our  bank  will  therefore  support  the  full  stability  of  each  country's 

government and its economic rise only in the right direction and without losing a constraint on 

development.

Therefore, our peoples can live free and happy lives without threat or danger. Everyone has the  

opportunity to rely on our system that will always work. Our nations will live in a country that is 

maintained  at  a  stable  and  strong  development,  quality  of  life.  Our  nations  can  intelligently  

develop and exploit our civilization as aids for intellectual development. Our civilization will be 

based on an effort to develop human intellect and develop a new breed of man that is based on 

higher  intelligence  than  that  leverages  mankind  today.  Our  nation  will  increase  the  value  of  

intelligence and therefore each individual able to develop our civilization. Together we will create 

a  civilization  where  each  person  can  develop  their  intellect,  without  blocad,  oppression  and 

freedom. Therefore, we can create significant quality of a nation, our civilization will be full of  

highbrow and new steps of mankind which changes our current maximum opportunity. A large 

territory which will soon be based on freedom of travel and the chance to explore every corner of 

our country. Each of our citizen may one day pass each country in our federation and establish 

cooperation with many firm's from around the world. Freedom to travel grow up pride intelectual 

a dominant person of ideology that he always loves our country is that human life is always the 

best!

We can create one union in the ED, a union that will be based on our cooperation for development 

according to our common step for shaping the nation into one group under a system of common 

civilization, with regard to the different culture, race, religion or ideology.

Together, we and our nations can work together to develop our good history and common cultural  

values.

Shared values between peoples and between different cultures and races Nations. Ideologies which 

are based on the unity of mankind are beautiful options, it is important ideas that really can be 

based on significant cooperation worldwide. It is an idea that can be part of our nation's ideology 

and the importance of our commitment to global openness. United humanity, it is a significant step 

that I have opened up many new possibilities and advanced step that will never be on the basis of 

the effort in winning political competition and abusing their posts or values in relation to fight 

international conflict relatedness and be dependent on foreign political entities. Together we can 

lead our culture to form a single national ideology which will be based on an attempt to unite the  
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entire  world  and  to  remove  barriers  between  nations  non-importantly  much  country.  Our 

unification can be strong historical moment which is the first step for the unification of all nations 

in the world, a new common culture that will  be held to celebrate the unity of humanity and  

cooperation among nations, grow up our human values for the best direction to human existence.  

The new culture in which well appreciated by everyone nation who lives abroad, the governments  

of countries and often international organizations. It may be a new culture that will be known after 

several anticipated thousands of years, maybe it's one of the most important step for a common  

future of humanity, the most important step since the birth of humanity on planet Earth, which we 

will start first. We can be together those who initiated the unification of mankind.

Most African countries can join on our side, created common civilization by one of the federation 

part. The largest territories around the world under the sovereignty of our common federation.  

New territory which may consist of at least 40 African countries, countries that will then be full of  

green nature, agricultural farm with plenty of clean water, major cities and industry. Many other 

form of joint development of our countries and peoples unification. 

In  Asian  countries,  many  governments  that  can  add  us  to  create  our  cooperation.  Countries 

belonging to the Arab world and other countries that support the Buddhist religion or belonging to  

the Indonesian peoples and races. South Asia may soon be largely united on our side policies in a  

common federation as a unified territory. Asian countries will therefore have greater cooperation 

across the world and utilize stronger logistics based on global cooperation, markets, economic 

possibilities  in  the  wide  Guidelines,  the  new political  center,  the  opportunity  to  combine  our 

civilization and our development and strongly made up our goal. New and advanced civilization 

or many other interesting possibilities. For our policy will be too great benefit. Together we will  

create safety and pointedness, according to Buddhist and Hindu theory is the main goal, when 

comparing  such  ideology  with  the  political  values  of  Asian  countries  and  their  strategies  to  

achieve such a result under a form of unification, so it's to our advantage. Country of Arab nations  

have the opportunity to establish a stronger value of the globality of the Arab world and therefore 

so made up their policies and civilization, religion and Islamic Ideology, with respect of common 

objectives of the One World, One World is modern Time of the Alah start to create a Paradise 

Eden. The Islamic faith is also based mostly on beautiful values that are good to appreciate the  

view better value for the future of humanity that is based on peacekeeping rules and create a Peace 

society. Our political plans for the unification of mankind are led to similar objectives which are 

based on a peaceful society, too for politicl cooperation. Soon, we can add many territories in the 

Pacific ocean which will thus enjoy full autonomy and power of civilization, plenty of resources 

and  quality  of  life  and  opportunities  for  collaboration  in  global  markets  and  share  common 

information, communicate and live life too global, of the opportunities that are based on unity of 

civilization, one common nation around the world, new time of the super political globalization.

American countries also quickly realize that we can be a new step for mankind which is American  

countries advantageous at the same time it is a goal which is ideologically significant than the  

value,,  America. "There is no problem to connect, we can capitalize on the significant values.  

Within two years from our unification, since our inception, we will not mature enough because we 

prided hopes of unifying with the USA, the Russian Federation, the Brazilian Federation and other  

federation subject. Our value will therefore be sufficient to together we were able to create such a 

success.  the  European  countries  is  for  them  the  best  option  which  is  based  on  significant  

development cooperation as used Common Options.
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European countries will gain great benefit to the strategically important values than those proof 

European Union or the Council of Europe.

African countries,  we are  able  to  unite  across 40 African countries.  We are  able  to  create  an 

African country a new civilization that is based on the stability of raw and living needs. Sufficient 

education,  environment  quality,  well  transport's  and  structure  of  African  transport  network, 

significant  production  of  food  and  medicine,  education  expanded  strongly.  Made  up  nation. 

African countries,  due to  the alliance with us,  they gain values of  civilization which is  more 

significant than New York in the USA.

We and our nation, we are proud for our cooperation, strength, universal value of our existence 

and certainty of future prospects' good anyway. We can be proud of for the strength of our security 

forces and our armies to support our value as a global landmark of policies to symbolize world 

peace which is based on the ability to maintain safety and educate society. At the same time we  

will use many kinds of new technologies that can surpass forces of the world's armies. We will  

therefore develop cooperation to ensure the immediate safety worldwide. We create a partnership 

that will  ensure security and world peace, elimination of crime and development of humanity 

without threats of war and the expansion of international conflicts. World peace, order, security, 

ensuring the stability of law and justice functions. We will politicaly important world body that  

may become a world symbol of pride and strong measures to improve the value of humanity.  

Many people and governments around the world had us take a strong lesson, and they proceed to  

cooperate with us. We can establish new values of humanity. Values that are strong and significant 

new steps the company and significant future. Changing global political trends and created new 

forms of politics  that  is  based  only on better  options for  the  whole world,  without  problems  

between foreign subjects, only for common cooperatzion and peace,tability a humanity. For us it is  

important and valuable to remove ideology borders and therefore we may extend global society. 

New and advanced civilization and society that has great options for changing the whole world.  

New civilization which is based on the major technologies and systems for human life through 

environmental changes in beneficial territory. Our society will soon be distinct from abroad. Of us  

will  develop  intelligent  race  that  is  based  on maturity,  intelligence,  peace,  understanding  and 

reality of our existence, unity of society and significant step for us develop dominant value.

You and Your nation has the opportunity to take advantage of strong values for grow up society  

that will witth out depend, without the possibility of danger. The values that are based on the 

values of global society. The company that is able to develop only the best direction. We can used 

a sharing of Schools and learn quality, common school system and quality develop to profesion's. 

Our cooperation can grow strongest tion who can rise on best world schooling and learn system 

around the world. Much head's more can know, our cooperation and development can created  

Great  value  to  the  intelectual  value  of  our  nation.  New school's  of  Right's,  politic's,  history, 

thematic and science of the times to Industry, energy's, technology's, electronic, kyberelectronic, 

Doctor profesion's,  modern agro system's and utilities, many thousand's categories of the new 

profesions around the world and existence of the Humanity.

At the same time, my plan is to create development systems that made up intelligence value of our 

society. It is my plan for the development of our nation for a new form, according to today's  

conditions, future evolutionary intelligence of mankind.

People now commonly used basic services for their personal  development,  in many countries  

around  the  world.  Community  views,  ideologies  cultures  and  religions,  the  possibility  to  use 
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schools and development centers. People currently use our civilization in such a way that they can 

not even understand how such options to use and develop their intelligence capabilities. Some still 

do not know how well or use their intellect. Therefore, my plan is based on the development of 

education and science, support for human intellect and augmented intelligence capabilities of each 

individual. My goal is based on the creation of the best schools for developing human inteligent,  

schools which are the best from around the world and basic instruction will be given to society 

and  civilization,  economics  and  practicalities  of  mankind  according  to  today's  value  of  the  

company  at  the  same  time  for  a  psychological  understanding  own  people  and  their  own 

intelligence options for the possibilities of knowledge right path for their personal intelligence 

development.

These  are  special  schools  which  are  intended for  adolescents  and  children,  consequential  for 

higher education in the form of a universal education for teens and adults. Universal learn that will 

enhance human intellect by striking ability  to exploit  the human mind and overtake the most 

important values of humanity for the last few thousand years, it is a step to create a new society of 

humanity and civilization. Students such universal education will  be able to use their intellect 

brain for mathematical calculations and logistics in extreme dimensions math and social reality of 

our civilization. Such a man can once thought to skip the long work of the common man and also  

a deeper understanding of the nature of reality and systems around it. Such intelligence to study,  

for  example five times faster than an ordinary human. Children will  be in ten years,  life has  

successfully know the value of basic education to the common man studying to sixteen years of 

his life. What our students will also be at this moment perfectly know the values of our civilization 

and  society,  many  possibilities  of  modern  technology  and  engineering  handling  modern 

technologys that the common man does not even know, with science, with energies as another  

element of the advanced technology or many time's of civilization they will work perfectly as if it  

gave them lifetime. Their economic capabilities will be amazing. Their memory will be purity and 

without any problems. Information to understand, they retain that information to dozens of long 

years of their life in the future it  will  be for more than one hundred years, with a Intelectual  

flexibil-life,  life  habits  and  immediate  capacity  to  expand  by  modern  values  of  society  and 

civilization. In the fifteenth year of their lives, they will be able to know the values in the form of 

studies by several universities, recalculated each year to one university. This means that these kids 

are the values of a new generation of mankind, the beginning of a ,,New Era"of the future which 

will be based on the new human intelligence and significant new opportunities which again many 

times can change our whole world. They will be capable to be able to create many important goals 

that ordinary people are making for several centuries. such children arise with the help of special  

education practices that are not based on robbing the human rights or genetic modification. it is  

true that these children may be in the future genetically influenced form of natural consequences 

because more significant Intelligent and emotional strength and power or due to the use of special 

emotional and logistic functions of the brain, a new intelligence of human evolution.

High Training,  university  education will  be directed to the development of intelligence in the  

direction of learning the arts, education, engineering, science, physics and chemistry, the value of 

the universe and its politics and geography, politics, Dow, technology, civilization, electronics, 

artificial intelligence, kybertronic, psychology, genetics, health, many, other category from around 

the world, every profession existential category that we will use for the further development of our 

civilization.
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Our society may therefore made up a strong value to us will increase the prestige and security of 

advanced future, future of mankind. My personal tests such education are successful, for example 

in the form of mathematical abilities in calculating the Sudoku. Today, the social norms to solve  

basic sudoku within ten minutes if a person is on the value of its diameter intelligence in society. 

More advanced intelligent person can solve a sudoku around five minutes. The best achievements  

are important skills led to strong intelligence that could be placed on top of the most important  

social groups. Today is the recognized world record for about 3 minutes and 15 seconds to solve a  

Sudoku in  a  certain  category  of  complexity.  I,  for  help  to  rise  my  intelligence  by  means  of 

concentration and understanding the tactics of today who have such intelligent forms, I was able to 

calculate a sudoku in less than 55 seconds, several times. This is the greatest record in the world.  

Main delayed for me was the ability to slowly my fingers, write the number in the table, my  

intelligence was faster. This is future value of each our student.

It is a technique that can change our lives and use such a technique can everyone. Best results will  

create the basic children aged under such education, of their university results will be in terms of  

the greatest geniuses in the history of mankind. We can get every year, for example, or a hundred 

thousand to several million of these children who will agree to such special education. This is the  

value of the Super Computer. People like Nicolas Tesla, Albert Einstain or other geniuses, in the 

future it will be a matter of ordinary intelligence a small child from our society.

My offers for your Monarchies are more advanced and valuable. I  can provide a much larger 

valuables  and  important  progress  for  you  and  your  nations.Your  alliance  in  our  federation  is  

important to you and important than how you can know today's menu. The many options that can 

change the world and your life. It is a fact that these new values that you can use too. Our alliance  

is for you and your nations strong beneficial value. I can assure you,, perfect intelligence "and too 

full of immortality, from old age and death or not, that life can be more than one million years.

I'm  in  childhood  belonged  to  the  children  of  extra  form  of  intelligence,  understanding  to 

civilization and society.  I  was able  to  invent new technological  steps that  can change society 

humanity and our future. These are steps that can create significant future, according to my design 

since childhood.

One of my interesting proposals for support humanity, it is of special health system which can 

extend  the  life  of  man  to  several  generations  or  values,,  infinity.  "The  value  of  human  life,  

therefore, may be infinite, without the possibility to die. Try to imagine that your inteligent the 

form of a new intelligence evolution of humanity and your life may be long over 1 million years,  

you may have several billion year's of your life-age. Without a old age and disease emergency 

problems.

My  proposal  is  based  on  development  opportunities  and  the  ability  to  adjust  human  cells, 

advanced cloning and brain function compatibility with modern technologys. It is a method that is  

based on the transmission of brain data of one man to another physical mailbox to another empty 

brain, into so-called information mailboxes, our clone which has been produced with the help of 

laboratory production and hence determine the form of clone your personal copy through your 

young  body,  your  personal  copy  that  you  can  leave  a  genetically  modify  according  to  your 

personal wishes and remove some personal biological defects. From the first day of your clone  

creation, within three months, he will be 18 years old, for example, and its aging process stops.  

His intelligence will be empty, just natural instinct and data that is based on the function of other 

organs,  which  creates  a  feeling  of  hunger,  fatigue,  cold,  and  more.  The  growth  of  personal 
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intelligence to stop using insulation empty body in an artificial coma to be maintained on artificial  

devices, until the elapse around the second month. It's just a bio mechanically stack, system that  

has no soul. Free body with out life, new data box to your inteligenci and mind.

The second phase is based on linking the two brain which together can transmit their information  

to  your brain,  the data  box will  be connected with the second informational  data  box empty. 

Information that will then be transferred from one entity to another brainpower empty body, thus 

arises the ability installation copied data and information into a second brain in a crystalline mass 

of our data box. Subsequently, test compatibility information and habits or memories in the second 

mailbox that is associated with you and you can use it in a moment, as one of your brain. Test  

synchronization  may  then  be  disconnected  old  body.  You  will  feel  as  if  the  only  change  of 

position, because during the entire transfer of information will be the order with full ability to  

communicate or to feel the surrounding environment. Your intelligence and ,,MIND" will then 

short time to use the two bodies in one moment, then it old body is separated and allowed to bury.  

The new body will be functional and based on your soul and own mind. Your intelligence after 

disconnecting the old body does not die, you just joined your body with a new body and then you  

moved into a new intelligence young body that will live healthy example for another 70 years.

It is a method not according to the natural limits of our habit, because some groups of people may 

resist such a way of. Therefore, it is good to realize what is important for us to stick to the old  

values that can take us for a short time 70 years to death a or on the other hand, we will use  

innovative offerings that is based on the ability to create eternal youth and health, for example, 

several millions and billions of years, for every person on the planet Earth. It is actually a special  

kind of  artificial  reincarnation which is  little  similar,  based on the theory of  Buddhism.  That  

means in Asia, America, Europe such methods with great success.

In the last phase of research such methods is no longer just need to create a proper synchronization 

of the digital system which leads our research of crystalline materials and copies the information 

to the second brain, according to modern technology, it is a simple matter. This means that it will 

install the ordinariness of the natural data and special inteligent into our memory. We'll be able to 

do a second cycle of life adds information from other professions and use them as your own 

expertise. Options re-generational learning is greatly increases, everyone will  be able within a 

week to study several tens University School during tens of minutes. Similar options, we will be 

able to install the brain information into computer processors that will be a lifetime connection 

with  our  brains,  so  we  can  utilize  as  intelligence,  super-computer  that  processes  billions  of  

information per second, partly together with our brains. Imagine that we will be able to live longer 

than one trillion years while leveraging our intelligence capabilities in costing billions, trilions of  

information per second. Our intelligent significantly changed and we will be able to organize our  

civilization  and  develop  it  as  a  calculation  of  all  civilization  information  and  thus  create  a 

development plan for the future ten years, simultaneously with acreage of our civilization by all 

necessity for predicting the development of foreign civilization and economy, competition and 

other events that  will  come through the medium of natural  development and operation of the 

company. The ability to create highly intelligent and detailed plan in a few seconds.

If you know the Chinese super computer Tyanhe, you will find that we can exploit for example, 

such an intelligence capability. This is a new and important look at the reality around us. It is also 

possible to create a special communication system that is based on telecommunication and thought 

of  data  between  multiple  parties.  A similar  communication  networks  such  as  the  theory  of 
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telepathy. Telepathycal communication with used trilions information per one second. New future 

of the Humanity.

At  the  same  time,  using  modern  mathematics,  we  can  predict  future  events  in  our  entire 

civilization, in the form of predicting the movement through space which we will have stored in 

our consciousness. We can walk down the street and know every moment that happens in around 

us. Each step of spacetime around us, whom we meet, who we like, who wants to deceive us,  

where is the person who can help us or where there are people who are for us the ideal partner, to  

the life, to the business or to the time at the moment. 

This means that our civilization is a big challenge and the value of the new humanity. Our nations  

are powerful change and will go more mature direction, toward the peak of human abilities. The  

future of our nations may be based on strong intelligence and life without end and death.

  This means that our nations can benefit from my designs and technologies to use against an  

endless life. Nations population will only increase, we will not know the death and population 

decline or another problem. Our numbers may one day exceed the value of the population in India 

or China or strongest more. Our civilization will  one day be based on the numbers of several  

miliard's or billion people, and much more. It is now the highest values of humanity!

....it is my basic menu for your country.

Already the first steps in our beginning, the most important civilizations in human history.

If you support our united in a federation under the ED, you get many more other values. I respect  

your policy which is based on an attempt to maintain the value of your country and the nation.  

Each of you must pay attention to the value of your policy and use it to maintain the value of the 

territory and sovereignty of Your Monarchy. Each of you want to have the highest strength and 

political power therefore that you could benefit your country as a sovereign monarchy. Therefore, 

it is well aware of my offer for you is not based on trying to seize your territory and replace or  

limit your sovereignty. It is well understood that my offer to you a form of value that is based on  

the development of  your civilization in  the best  forms a  strong modernity,  sophistication and 

wealth.  At  the  same time,  our  federation  for  us  means  expanding  territories  BY UTILIZING 

Federation cooperation. To these values in terms of values attributed to the possibility of extending 

the territory of new countries in the form of other planets and civilizations in space or many other  

multi function and category.

Our future can be very modern and special High Forms.

Our common goal will be devoted to the development of our territory in several stages. We create 

a new common territories under the constitution of our federation ED, common Orbital centers 

that will be in the form of an advanced civilization. Orbital technological and industrial center, a  

new civilization that will be placed in orbit our planet. Civilization form of orbital cities in which 

people can live together and to expand, create grow's to food, water or artificial production of 

materials for the development of Orbital civilization's. Created a new center that has the ability to  

serve the population in the value of several million people. Will create a new civilization zone 

which is based on a special space physics, and on specific scientific possibilities that converts a  

rapidly made up our technological possibilities. The main raw material is ,, free space ".

Orbital  centers  can  serve  as  a  civilization  for  citizens,  for  tourism,  for  research,  for  military 

defense and ensuring safety, telecommunications, to bring new production zones from which the 

possibility to use the export business around the world within minutes. While creating a factory  

for special technology on the planet Earth does not produce.
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As the first of the new technologies arise a special system for transport. It is transport that will  

allow us to travel at speeds of several light years in a few minutes, traveling among the stars into 

space from which none of us can know. These are technologies in several forms. The first is able 

to provide travel between planet's in speeds in seconds. The second time of my plan is based on a  

special gravity system that can create a transport-speed value from,, Zero "to speed,, Infinity" 

which can create a second emission of various kinds of energy which when combined with third-

party systems can create physical teleporter system or other data transmission, particles or transfer  

to another theoretical space reality. One of the other basic technology is based on the theories of 

the teleporter in a simple transfer of energy or through energy beam or with the assistance of  

various kinds and centering combined into one laser energy, more menus. In the turbine I have 

several different types of plans that might be able used minimum 1 LY speed for a few minutes. I  

have and can have plans for many more types of Cosmic transport. Therefore, we can travel to all 

zones or times of the Universe. 

My plan, many kinds of devices that are designed for space travel and colonization, development 

of advanced civilization and territories, the search for advanced forms of life and communication.

Together we will create a special space network of radars and telescopes, network surveillance 

equipment that will be sent up into space which is located across several million light years from 

planet Earth.  In such a way to create a significant telecommunications network of radars that 

create real 3D digital map of the entire universe. This means that we will be able to create a  

detailed analysis of every material, planets, stars or meteorite and similar structures. Our radars  

between them will transmit these information and centralizes them in our super computer which 

processes the information and then send it to our laboratories with information about the discovery 

of new objects in the Universe, planets capable of colonization and overview of alien civilizations.  

Information about places that are ideal for a personal visit, create a new civilization, the creation  

of research materials and a special area or any changes in the physical realities of space.

They will soon be launched my plans for robotic labs that can visit these remote positions and 

therefore we can obtain information about the atmosphere, the composition of the planet's surface, 

type of lighting,  temperature, gravity,  natural  conditions,  organisms evolution of  organisms in 

artificial conditions and more extensive capabilities critical to instant analysis space. I have a plan  

for several different kinds of laboratory particle accelerators that can help us to space exploration.  

Soon we will be able to import samples and research from the distant universe, several million 

light  years  from planet  earth.  Therefore,  we can  extend  the  particle  accelerator  laboratory  in 

several dimensions. First and foremost, we try to create a particle accelerator in space, the solar  

system, the sun, the number may be several tens and possibly several hundred particle accelerator,  

because our research, a special mass will be based over the handling of unknown material's that  

can made various types of radiation and important energy. Therefore, our industry will be based on 

the capabilities of commonly produce such reactors and new times of the technologys or science.  

At the same time the size of particle accelerators will be over several tens of kilometers. The  

second type of particle accelerator will focus on flows in a closed 3D space, is a device which can 

reveal how to create artificial star or a planet, or using various forms of energy from the Multi  

System stream of energy and their special characteristics. Another type of particle accelerator is a 

multi  particle accelerator  who can you tell  us  how we humans can create a new form of the 

universe in instructional named according to reality, multi-universe that is based on other multy-

forms of space materials. Soon will create many new centers of particle research or other energies.  
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Each  center  will  have  a  synchronization  with  a  super  computer  that  will  perform  scientific 

observations with scientists. Today, I have a plan to create a special computer that can predict a  

database for making technologies that are created for several next thousands of years, with the 

help of other special mathematics. Mathematics who can manipuled with data of prostor, time and 

value  of  reality,  fyzical  mathematics  and  quantum  matematics  of  the  time  reality,  fyzique, 

chemistry and more of  the new non-known subjects.  Therefore,  it  is  necessary to  build other 

special multi center which will be based on isolation from our reality.

Our Space Station are often equipped with a unique kind of super computers which is dedicated  

caculed  information,  other  knowledge.  While  creating  a  super  computer  that  is  based  on  the  

calculation of mathematics and reality space, as on planet Earth. Computers in Space Station will 

be special, the computer will create calculations of Space reality according to the information that 

we  humans  know well.  Therefore,  this  computer  can  predict  the  future  in  space  and  obtain 

information about future cycles of astrophysics and astrochemistry, formation of new compounds, 

the formation of new stars and planets, the formation of the organism, visit other meteorite which  

are known. That same computer may predict information about visits from alien civilizations, why 

they  visited  us  and  what  positions  they  arrived.  Second part  is  based  on computation  of  the 

universe  according  to  information  around us.  These  information  is  intended for  research  that  

processes  an  artificial  super  intelligence  and  accordingly  creates  another  special  mathematics 

program that will be able to create a 3D digital map of the universe within a few billiard light 

years from the our center of computers, perhaps even greater distance. Super computers prediction 

Any information about the existence of alien planets, their ability to settlement, the future values 

of civilization that created them, a lot of information on the sources of raw materials and or, other  

special values. Computer can forecast information from the past, present and future. Computer  

will tell you all about star formation and their final stages of planetary formation and evolution,  

information about the next move in space that we humans today are still unknown. At the same 

time, this computer will prediction of the existence of alien civilizations. Weather tells us of what 

an  organism  created  by  alien  beings  and  what  they  have  intelligence  or  foreign  organic 

capabilities.  Computer  will  disclose  information  on  the  values  of  civilization,  race  number, 

number  of  stocks,  the  value  of  technology,  industry  consumption,  intelligence  phases  of 

civilization, the ways politicians and other information about the values of future performance 

clashes with mankind or collaboration with other civilizations. It's the computer you will be able 

to encrypt data that special we will use for detailed knowledge of the entire universe. We will be 

able to find the help of mathematics horses universe that is both endless. If we create enough  

computer performance, therefore we can know the 3D map will take us to calculate the end of the 

universe and next future times, the cosmic value of each entity and civilization. At the same time,  

we can look at the information on the timing of those zone space. Where incurred as they have a 

position or what their values civilizations over thousands of years ago there or up to a thousand 

years in the future.

These  are  my plans  already  from childhood  and  the  Czech  government  spied  on  me,  which 

promotes the European Union. Today, I can see how in the U.S.A. formed my technology projects 

and plans for development and cooperation in the world. If it is true that the U.S.A. trying to 

exploit my present situation, I therefore will require the US indemnify the value of the strength of 

several kvintilion  € and therefore the USA must created a third territory for the conduct of my 

kigdom,  the  International  sovereignty,  as  my  constitution  World  Diamond,  because  the 
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governments of the US and the nations will have no options to select. For the nation's only useful 

step. The same with everyone who wants to rob me. Yet to some of these people leave Translate to  

harsh prison which will be awarded for fraud against all mankind planet Earth. Their value, if  

anyone is cheating on me, he is the greatest parasite in human history, according to an official and 

verified information in accordance with law and World History.

Today, Chinese too may be like to overthrow me because I am better than Chinese civilization to  

today. Chinese have too very significant step's to the future, that problem is growt time line to 

support develop of economy by step by step, according to Chinese plan.

At the same time, if someone is cheating me, may not be a problem for me. We can provide  

significant  advances,  cooperation  is  better  than  Stupidit  of  the  History  the  World,  to  today  

officialy. Our cooperation can be important to our civilization and society, our future of mankind.

Today is the most powerful computer under the government of the Popular Republic of China,  

named Tyanhe and is likely to be devoted to physical calculations to created new technologys a  

scientifical steps. We, such kinds of super computers we could possess much every computer that 

is dedicated to different categories of science, not only one time. Computers which together form 

one  infrastructure  network  which  may  centering  all  the  data  into  one  center  computers  that  

perform  the  calculation  and  re-synchronize  all  data.  Too,  we  can  coopered  with  Chinese 

scientific's and created a common step's.

It is only one step from our much way's. Cooperation can be bemefical to the our community.

Lost time to today, It's a great loss for our civilization. Europe is not blocking only my person.  

Europe blocks many countries around the world which because of the falsity or may not realize 

these real possibilities and losses. Europe strongly robs us all and trying to destroy us. The policy 

is now, according to official statistics, the biggest pest of mankind for the entire value of human 

history.

Computers as Tyanhe we should own in many versions, it is only a small part of all those lost 

values that are extremely valuable than the whole of Europe and its history. Tyanhe can calculed  

informatio's, may be trilions per second. At the same time, we still have high hopes for success in  

the direction of super computers and intelligence, my proposals for the super computer is often 

more important than how you can be smart Tyanhe today. Can make use of extensive information 

on the materials according to fair values. Compatibility physical data with data in time-space,  

multi  quantum mathematics  which  will  extend  to  more  advanced  versions  of  the  next  level.  

Quantum mathematics to time prostor, fyzical reality, astro reality, scientifical or social existeny 

and more times of the whole civilization.

So that I might be able to make a common steps in a technological competition with confidence 

and without fear, me and maybe in the future, along with Your's if we unite, create support for my 

and our project which is based on cooperation with every company in the world, a company that  

based  on  the  category  of  technology,  physics,  chemistry,  bio  chemistry,  electronics  and  bio 

electronics,  mathematics,  super  computers,  biology  and  genetics,  kinetics,  many  approaches 

science  from  around  the  world.  Together  we  will  create  a  territory  which  will  be  based  on  

company law under the constitution of the ED, it is not the first full political rights but if my  

political plan will not succeed, because I will extend this corporate group in the form of political 

sovereignty in  space on its  own planets.  Territory which is  based on creating a technological 

civilization  of  research  facilities,  utilities  and  various  kinds  of  telecommunications,  robotic  

intelligence, super computers, special centers and artificial intelligence of various kinds. At the 
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same  time  created  my Royal  University  for  Science  and  Technology  on  the  development  of  

civilization.

The subsequent process will be based on an extension of the territory to form a new center in orbit  

around the planet Earth, then perhaps to orbit the Sun, while in other star systems or galaxies. One  

of the common goals will be based on the creation of the ability to produce new artificial stars,  

planets, star systems and galaxies. Then such forms of special technological civilization extends to  

such galaxies in which extends to the value of the greatest technological civilization of mankind.

Every technology company that wants me to create a partnership, the firm will receive a special 

coin that will be worth a few quadrillion € recalculation for each Firm, the value of which is led 

by the Central  Bank ED. It  is certain that the company will receive a special subsidy for the  

development of  technological  civilization.  Technological  civilization will  be beneficial  for  the 

company.  Civilization  creates  the  possibility  to  extend  the  value  of  each  company  to  retain 

advancement  of  technology,  cooperation  for  development  of  new sources  of  information  and 

technological trends, the ability to organize, the ability to rapidly develop the ability to use and 

work with advenced technology's worldwide, and use dominance against competition that does not 

add to our side.

Is  it  true  that  if  I  would  any  government  countries  around  the  world  to  block  the  country's  

government against such a technologically bankrupt, because for every company around the world  

is preferable to start cooperation with me rather than engaging in the commercial market on the 

planet Earth.  The company may leave their country or to initiate a strike and support foreign 

competition against their own government, at the same time in comparison to the government of a  

country  that  using  blocking  my person,  so  therefore  arises  blocking  for  most  companies  and 

countries throughout the world at the same time media covering up murders in value 220 million 

children around the age of 5 years. It is today the biggest murder in human history. Such a political 

entity ceases to exist, providing an international territory under the constitution WD.

Therefore, for every country in the world, the best is to support his release my people and my 

emergence of civilization with the political right if countries' governments will want to cooperate 

in the future. In regard to my ability to compete in my relationship, perhaps soon our technological 

superiority, we will be a strong candidate in the direction of civilization competition. The real 

truth, if we look at such matters realistic and intelligent gaze, then we may receive support from 

people  in  most  countries  around  the  world,  because  my  proposal  to  create  a  technological 

civilization grow up value of global technological and scientific companies who can then develop  

the value of foreign countries, than of the Humanity. This means that my plan is not a competition, 

it's  just  a  faster  way  to  grow  up  value  of  foreign  countries  and  increase  our  technological 

cooperation. At the same time, the creation of a technological civilization in the way that future 

generations of mankind all over the world will be interested to develop new businesses in the 

category  of  technology and  science,  and  therefore  created  a  stronger  development  of  foreign 

values, and we can be first and better. The foreign country, they will immediately understand that  

this is a significant step in their value. At the same time, foreign afraid of our efforts for affected 

Fyre to cooperate with us will be weak, for no reason. We will not need make as spy body and 

misuse information from abroad.  We will  be able  to  create your own civilization such as are  

thousands of times more valuable than the planet Earth. We will not have need to be paid to 

foreign  competition as competition  policy and modern landmarks  of  the market  is  for  us the  

ridiculousness of a waste of time, time which is more expensive than the planet Earth. This means  
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that we can made up our common values, the biggest step in the history of mankind.

Such cooperation is advantageous for us. It's an option for using as working closely with world  

firms and companys together grow up value of our civilization, to create a world center of our 

country, around the whole territory. The most important civilizations from around the world. Our 

cooperation  can  accelerate  our  efforts  for  the  development  of  civilizations  in  the  universe  or 

creation of new centers of civilization. It is a certainty that we will be able to use the significant  

cooperation which for us is a big step for a better future.

Therefore, together we can create a Alienly biggest civilization in the universe. Together we create 

our new civilization and together they will organize.

Our personal political cooperation will be based on the major steps forward. First space center will 

be established in orbit around the planet earth. To increase its future development, we will create  

an industrial zone that will produce materials to build other centers, centers that will be distributed  

in  parts  throughout  the  universe,  for  example  in  the  form,,  First  Development  Package.  

"Development package that has the ability laboratory production of metals, crystals, liquids, gases 

and energy for propulsion, animal and plant cells for laboratory grow and production of chemicals, 

production,  other  raw  materials.  the  package  will  include  a  robotic  device  that  immediately  

processed these materials and creates additional robotic crew which will disseminate civilization 

and generate accurate researches surroundings. in some packages can be added as genes for DNA 

cloning in the laboratory and therefore created human civilization in the most remote locations of 

the universe. the future people will have a robotic teacher which they will create a good life,  

education and the development of intelligence. the number of our population in such form may be 

rise to several tens of billions of people.

A development package to create more advanced centers in free space, on foreign planets, in other  

ways throughout the universe, right up there where we humans are capable of achieving. Human 

society founded on the education of androids. Robotic replace teachers who teach parents and a  

society benefit from efforts to connect our policies and full unity, they under our constitution ED 

initiate expansion of human civilization into, other parts of the universe that are farther away than 

where our technology can occur,from position today, Universe of the Earth.

Our today maximum capability for space travel will be based on natural communication with our 

civilization distances of several miliard or billion light-years from Earth, in this sector arises our 

common civilization of mankind. For example, a new type of civilization that will be designed for 

a population worth tens of millions of people on special nursery ships that will be produced in free  

space, without planets, stars, it is independent. It's a special technology that will use the extensive 

and intelligent infrastructure that is based on digital networks and energy sites, internal commerce 

and recreation, utilities for maintaining internal climatic environment or function of civilization, 

security, receiving and processing energy, research networks, important laboratory for research, 

special producing zone and laboratory production of all materials and raw materials, telecom base 

stations for communicating with their own star observations and radars in the area, much more. At  

the same time large industrial zones which will produce another spacecraft and similar technology 

to obtain raw materials  and energy from the surrounding area.  This  will  provide independent 

civilization that will help us expand our civilization to other areas of the universe and our ability 

to unite a unity of civilization telecommunications, defense and military or joint research. Our 

capabilities will be based on a full opportunity to travel between these civilizations.

Every technological station will be in the form of large utility ships that happens systematically 
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working as a planet. Such a civilization for us give for each raw material needs of life, sources of  

raw  materials,  and  medicines,  foods,  beverages,  energy,  resources,  industrial  raw  materials,  

laboratories,  production  lines  for  the  emergence  of  new  technologies,  chemical  reactors  to 

maintain the stability of the atmosphere, any necessary entity. Technological civilization can give  

us a profit every needs for quality of life that may be similar to life on Earth, even better than life  

on planet Earth. Production and the emergence of a technological civilization can only last a short  

time. Our industrial values in the teritorial aerospace sector can create such a civilization similar  

one for 3-6 months. It's a brief moment, but industrially values are adequate, based on meaningful 

scheme than what we humans use. Each station in the space industry will benefit from such a  

value. Soon their numbers over several hundred, I would like to create in spite of several thousand 

a billion pieces such civilizations which then will expand autonomously under the law constitution 

ED. Dimensions of one civilization can be comparable to a few tens of kilometers in diameter, in a 

future phase grows to hundreds of kilometers in diameter. The main centers can be the size of  

several hundred kilometers and then to thousands. Univers is based on the size of the space that is  

infinite.

It is our civilization that belongs to our federation ED. Our common federation property values 

that we can jointly exploit and develop. ED constitution will help each piece of our civilization in 

the entire universe for maintaining common links and communications under forms of logistical  

values  and political  commitments.  At  the  same time,  shared  media,  trends,  fashionable  style,  

culture, religious understanding, common species of algae or similarities and ideology, biological 

evolution be common life, will be a lot of strategy that will align our society. At the same time, my  

modern  technology  is  based  on  advanced  possibilities  of  who  will  be  able  to  combine  our  

civilization physical contact. Telecommunications You can be in the values of several seconds to 

Jupiter, from the planet Earth. Transport is in the same special value. Our civilization, it is one  

new Diamond, one of many such diamond which have a stronger value than the planet Earth.

If we'll be values maturity so many other governments country because will be the envy of our  

options  and  they  will  block  our  development  and  maybe  the  capabilities  of  our  political 

establishment grouped ED, WD and other free affair which should never harm. Therefore, it is a  

good start cooperation with media and more, therefore quickly learn that they need not be envious  

to block us. Existed a much better option. Is it  easier to understand the ideology of common 

humanity and world unity, drop territorial barriers and the closed policy which is compared to our 

values, just maintaining one's own nation as policy options in ideologue who have way only for  

conflict and ruined most significant values in history of humanity. Such a government land at our  

full cooperation with media, they will be able to understand and easy to adopt our common targets 

based on the unity of mankind. Such a government understood by the country that here there is  

reason to extend envy because they can add to our side and together share such values fully use  

them as a common political and National possessions. Our shared values can be based on our 

cooperation which is based on important values than what you can use their territory or what is the 

value of planet Earth. They conceive of our alliance will bring to their countries' governments  

important options than what their most significant political prospects by te best option to their 

political perspective for the future, a view which is the maximum lead on development in the form 

of an extension policy on planet Earth. For every country on the planet Earth is best to add them to  

our political party, etc. Our values are able to unite the entire world.

We will in many respects, science, technology, in many ways more advanced than many other 
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people around the world. Therefore, it is a good use of such options immediately leverage and 

promote the unity of mankind, at least a first step, which is based on media communication.

We  therefore  can  produce  interesting  options  under  the  form  of  the  second  version  of  a 

technological civilization, one of the many other versions.

The new and advanced version of civilization, a civilization that will soon be in a few thousand. 

It's  a  great  civilization  and  a  spaceship  traveling  between  planet's,  the  stars  and  other  Fazy  

between galaxies.

My plans are under a travel options. My goal is to provide full accessibility to a civilization ship 

for each country's government in our federation jointly launch and expansion of our civilization in 

space, space exploration, expansion of our political values. Every government in the Federation of  

ED has a right to have this option, use civilizing ships that belong ED. Great civilization boats that 

are  equipped  social  centers,  hospitals,  food  processing  and  production,  processing  chemicals, 

laboratory, super computers, research centers, their own energy to drive the motor, other centers  

and research facilities for mold or improved quality of life of the population. Civilization ships  

may serve mainly for tourism, political uses of government, research and survey routes, military 

defense, traveling among the stars at speeds of several LY in a few minutes. It is possible to create  

things like cargo ships that will pass on the costs of alien planets or nests of cosmic material in  

space.

These are ships that can create transport mode for millions of people. Advanced civilization, the  

observatory and telecommunications, private digital information networks, networks that can be 

synchronized  with  the  signal  of  the  Internet,  telecommunications,  digital  connected  on  planet 

Earth and in space. At the same time there will be many food centers, commercial areas for sport,  

relaxation, entertainment, theater, opera, music industry zones for other types of commerce. Each 

ship can be largely independent of the surrounding civilizations, separate on its own raw materials 

which  are  developed  in  the  laboratory,  micromalized  industry  and  the  cultivation  of  natural 

resources  in  Petry  plates  (methaforicaly),  the  ability  to  constantly  renovate.  Value  of  one 

spacecraft could be several trillion € and much more.

New types of materials handling equipment that will serve as a civilization, research centers, other  

versions for political and military or evacuation needs, for another, in relation to our monarchy, the 

monarch each of us, every monarch in the Federation of ED may use own civilizational ship under 

its value palaces, as a family residence. Own needs in the form of travel, political communication,  

representation  of  their  persons  and  Monarchial  families.  To  support  our  mutual  values  and 

ensuring the best direction for our personal development. Cosmic civilization Ship with a value of  

several million people population, special format of your personal palace of your monarchy under 

a common federation constitution ED.

At the same time, every monarchy, as well as other Governments around the world who add to my 

Federation ED, they, and Your Monarchy, together we can make use of our cooperation with the 

Federation and make up their civilization to the values of the important objectives of humankind 

through the expansion of your political territory in space and space launch simple colonization of 

alien planets that may be larger than our planet Earth. Many of habitable planets outside our solar 

system, a new and important civilization to mankind in today's generation failed to create and to  

this day, no one has a better plan. It is similar proposals as to create a new global city which is 

based on respect for our Monarchy.

First of all, there may be various kinds of planets that do not have their own atmosphere, but their 
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position is at an ideal distance from the star and the planet can therefore provide ideal climatic 

conditions for life. There are many such planets throughout the universe. It's not hard, to ensure  

such development activities. Planets will soon be able to normal living conditions. Some planets  

have their own gravitational core that is functional. This means that you can comonly create a 

simple system for colonization. Create a new civilization will be challenging. The bigger problem 

is with the planet who do not own gravitational core that is functional, or planets that do not have  

gravitational core None. Such a planet would need a research team that detects core competency 

and we then can we restore or establish new.

The problem is that today do not know well the value of the graviton and its reaction properties in  

the process of creation. This means that such research can take several months or years. At the 

same time, the second option is to create a special magnetic wall that will be with the help of 

chemical reactions maintain an atmosphere in a bubble. Several of atmospheric center which will 

be equipped with a special engineering network which is based on the production and purification 

of the atmosphere, water and other ingredients to create a natural climate. Soon we will be able to 

create atmospheric center which connects the pipeline transport, and we can extend the powerful  

civilization across the planet, according to strategic points. It's my plan from childhood, from the 

time when we were maybe seven years.

Another special territories based on planets form that is largely similar values as the planet Earth. 

Planets  that  are  similar  in  the  way as  we do,  while  steam clouds  in  the  sky  that  proves  the  

existence of the atmosphere. For us it is easy to create tests from the environment, and establish a 

new organic fauna, new species of life according to the values of our nature, and we will soon  

create a civilization that can realistically and naturally physically resembles the planet Earth.

Expansion into new areas and the development of civilizations on other planets may be based on 

the special abilities of our future technology that will create special technological feature that can 

create the core of the planet and launch the formation of provincial around its core. The second 

phase of technology creates the atmosphere over the entire planet and promote the spread of the  

organism. Other labs will  be in  order as  a  source of  raw materials.  Then robotic  intelligence  

character of our civilization. Around the planet, its orbit will be several other centers that will  

assist the maintenance and development of civilization or support utilities, political and personal 

management center of management on the planet.

The value of such a civilization is rapidly worth more than the price of our planet.

Each country's government in a federation ED therefore has the right to form on planets around  

their sovereignty and political work as a political entity.

If our political entity will maintain the homogeneity in whole, without betrayal and the pursuit of 

illegal independence that will harm the unity of humankind and without justifiable reasons, then 

maybe for Your Monarchy create additional planetary systems and which may occur around stars  

or  artificial  suns.  Therefore,  together  we can  base  our  common solar  system that  may be of 

civilization based on cooperation between central, for example, 30 artificial planet that will be of 

value  such  as  our  Planet  Earth,  for  example  when  the  size  of  Jupiter  in  the  full  phase  of  

civilization which occupies most of the surface of this planet.

Today, I will give important offer that is based on the formation of their own solar system and the  

establishment of joint sovereignty. The values in human history, yet never offered, nor did and 

failed to devise. I today I offer which is the most significant since the formation of the planet  

Earth, mankind and the running time throughout our history. Options for Your Monarchy, for Your 
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governments  as  well  as  for  other  governments  around the  world.  Our  significant  opportunity 

therefore to establish our unity on the entire planet Earth.

At the time when I will be healthy, I can create some simple of research which utilized to create  

new synthetic galaxy, which could then be based on many new suns and planets or other special 

units. My research allows us to get information of some widespread possibilities of contemporary 

science and, therefore, we will be able to create a new kind of space that is based on the multi  

values that exist in the universe today. Many new options that are based on more inclusive science  

and research category particle reactions and the existence of many other new particles, energy, 

physical and chemical moment that today in space, nor can they exist because our universe does  

not utilize such technology who would be able to create such materials and reaction.

I know that my words can be for someone ridiculous because such possibilities not very exist  

today, and medialy nobody can prove this. My projects are based on the values of civilization 

future millennium, it's not the projects according to the values of humanity today, I like go to the 

new way's. Humanity today is not sufficiently able to create the proper progress toward the use of 

its own intelligence and expand our civilization into a sufficiently good direction.

It is true, however, that my offer is real and based on the simply values can be confirmed that  

proves most physicists from around the world. My projects and plans for my people are real and 

can provide significant opportunities that quickly exceeds our values of civilization and humanity.  

Significant projects which can support the development of the next generation of humanity and 

extend their development directions.

I Today we offer these options for Your Monarchy and for Your nation. They're my bid for each 

monarchy from around the world, so too for You. It  is a political offer which focuses on the 

strategy for the unification of all peoples and governments of countries in the world, creating a 

single  group that  will  represent  mankind  and  therefore  we can create  uniform world  without 

racism, without conflict and political genocides, without concomitant problems of humanity. It is  

the value of the new world that is based on stability, peace, the quality of life in each country and 

the possibilities that are often more important than our current value. Therefore, it is my offer for 

every government around the world in order to unite our civilization and together they write the  

history of mankind as the most significant people in the history of the entire world and humanity  

who give up value of a strong historical value which changes in today's international values of 

humanity and cooperation, common goals.

At a time when there will be united with, then the number of such project will add an extra strong  

values.  Projects  in  the  direction  of  international  policy  development  will  in  many  versions.  

International  policy goes spread to other  hundreds of  different  forms of  organization or  other  

associations  and  government  types.  Together  banking  systems  will  depend  on  our  collective  

agreements and in the interest of the constitution and cooperation between central bank's. Together 

banking systems can be used for the development of our strategy that is created by the activities of  

markets that are collected in many kinds version of the national strategy and that is why tens of 

thousands of other new duty To which we must decipher sources other strategic options. Our  

political and common logistics center will be devoted to issues in terms of global politics and  

society from around the world, the development of common civilization will rapidly stronger than 

those of our strategy today. We can create a great and powerful civilization that will be most  

significant in the whole world, our common policies covering over several billion light years.

Best transports from around the world, a special kind of industry, special types of agriculture, the 
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biggest progress of humanity and intelligence the new evolution towards the future of several  

million, miliard, bilions to infity year immortality, nation, numbering several hundreds of billions 

of people, endless sources of raw materials, super computers that surpasses the entire value of 

humanity , many powerful step, which for us in the form of an alliance that could most valuable to 

our  country  to  wait.  The  most  valuable  quotes  in  the  entire  history  of  your  country,  new 

possibilities for your world and development. Development which creates from your country a  

new horizon of mankind and the main direction of human history.

We can become part of a new human and global culture that is based on worldwide recognition of  

the international alliance between our nations and civilizations. Steps that great power to change 

the world.

My next step today, I want to create a new international constitution which will establish global 

supremacy in the whole area of our solar system. Civilizations on Mercury, Venus, Mars will soon 

be based on a fully civilized, well be civilized Jupiter, Saturn and other planets with their month 

who are capable and durable for artificially civilization.

My suggestions for transport between planets naturally allows travel between planets and expand 

our international civilization. We can work around one hour every planet in the solar system at the 

same time you can go back along the way to go for a coffee, for example, on Jupiter. It  is a  

transport  that  can be used,  for  example,  several  times a  day,  transport  is  designed  for  public 

transport, for thousands of tons per load, it may soon be over ten thousand tons.

Our telecommunications will be based on the capabilities of radio and digital communications in 

my design, technology that allows us to communicate between the Earth and Jupiter, for example, 

in  a  few  seconds.  Sending  a  message,  telecommunications,  Internet,  video  and  other  digital  

logistics  network.  It's  a  special  technology  which  I  designed  many  years  ago  back.  Such 

technology allows us to easier communication throughout the universe.

Planetary civilization will be based on their own ability to use laboratory extraction and therefore 

use the full production of raw materials, without the need for dependence on foreign civilization 

which is not included in the joint economic region because of their common markets are stable 

and able to establish because of the distance. Therefore, each planet may use its economic balance 

and stability, contrary to our planet. Our planet is divided into several hundreds of political entities 

that are focused primarily on competition. Future international planets are based on proprietary 

and independent civilization that maintains a healthy psychology among nations on the planet, one 

people across the planet.

Therefore, it is really a good step to promote and support my goal for the unity of mankind, the  

goal of which will be created on the more important issue than the present value of world politics. 

As a good start is conveniently beginning this relationship in the development of territories WD.

International  sovereignty  of  every  government  to  countries  around the  world.  Created  a  new 

political entity which is again based on international political cooperation. Territory is politically  

similarly as the value of my constitution, designed by WD. Every government has the right to land  

neatly under the constitution WD without relatedness relative sovereignty over their own country. 

Right sit is valid until the foreign country does not pay terrorism, genocide does not support, does 

not abuse its position or various other crimes that are unjustified.

Such kind of political system is convenient for my projects and our future security in security. It is 

a project  which for other countries and worldwide very valuable and crucial.  It  is the project  

which other political parties can greatly open your eyes and imagine the possibility of significant  
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future global policy which will be based on an attempt to unite the entire world and create one 

large territory across the planet Earth. Territory that is based on an advanced civilization and of 

equivalent values of international, nation free of racism and trying to create conflict and genocide.

Extend the value of world civilization, with several new planets and special civilization in the free 

space of the solar system, it is a significant step than any other step in the history of mankind. We 

can prove within one year from the date of a common origin, date of the first steps. It is a step 

which  changes  the  value  of  world  politics  today,  and  this  step  creates  a  powerful  bond  of 

international politics and nations, stronger international cooperation for the development of world 

peace and security, the unity of humanity. We can be the person who started this new world power.

The project for the creation of international sovereignty for the territory of the Solar System is 

especially  important  than Europe,  therefore all  around the  world immediately understand that  

European policy no longer has political value by social and political rules and at the same time 

Europe's political direction is based on trying to lie, mock or rob else, hiding such facts with the  

help of an intelligent  strategy promoted through peaceful policies  between the policy and the 

foreign  policy  supported  by  the  European  terrorism,  such  as  creating  efforts  to  increase 

cooperation with China in some ways it  is  a help for  Israel,  cooperation the USA To exploit  

information and strengthen their competitiveness in the market or many other ways, European 

foreign  policy.  The  whole  world  one  of  the  few thousand possibility  therefore  that  everyone 

understands that the value of the whole of Europe therefore not have sufficient rights to European 

policy could rob other Governments countries and nations throughout the world.

Our policy can be based on values and significant opportunities for global cooperation by all  

countries around the world. Our policy and the value is in any case more important than the value 

of the policy, when comparing our value for the whole world and also for the European territory,  

as they are today.

The value of a European policy for Your country has not so important value as quotes from my 

person. My policy values are based on the possibilities of significant cooperation in policy value  

and new possibilities.

In recent years can be observed in the world, many interesting and wacky events. This is a special  

crop circles. It's crazy and it is true. Circles crop which sometimes creates people but most often it 

may be extraterrestrial civilizations and visitors. Today is a special argue that view but it may be  

true.  I  can not  be assured but many indications and basic sciences such forts naturally really  

proves genuine.

I am a person who has the greatest chance of finding alien civilizations in the universe and launch 

a joint policy, so perhaps they, from alien civilizations are those who are waiting for me on my 

political values and my technology, my person which will naturally based political cooperation if 

we collide. I am a person who with full confidence can say that I can extend human civilization to  

the actual distance over 720,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 kilometer's,  LY and per 

one second, during the extended life. Therefore, I am most likely the one to whom they are alien  

civilizations may have to wait because of the time period in our civilizational values for starting 

this cooperation, the value will be created through my body. Other people or political parties for 

them  are  interesting  and  politically  important,  because  their  development  directions  is  not 

sufficient.

My theory is based on the assertion that they know our future possibility of cooperation and want 

to communicate with me because their crop circles often symbolize my plans for a transport or  
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telecommunications technology that I designed, research technologies or the many other special 

technologies in my proposal. Crop circles since year around 2000, and Millennial back again, or 

until today.

In the universe there are many planets that are habitable. At the same time, everyone knows what  

it represents a confirmation of the theory of evolution cells which goes to reaffirm the mutations  

of bacteria and micro-organisms. This can increase the value of the theory of the existence of alien  

civilizations in relatively high quality. Many bacteria on planet Earth have a special ability, for 

example, to survive in the internal functioning reactor and develop in not prosperity conditions, 

for example, may live for hundreds of years fossilized and at a time when there is a transfer to the 

good climatic zone so bacteria can again be automatically revived and funcioned, other types of 

bacteria have the ability to create, for example, an electric barrier with some particles and this  

means that bacteria are able to survive in space. There is certainly a bacterium that creates cosmic 

radiation shield, or much else. Bacteria are used today as the greatest natural reactor. Today on our  

planet, there are several trillion bacterial species. Each of these bacteria is capable of attaching to a 

foreign object, meteor and then use it as a transport. The underground is several trillion other  

bacterial  species  who  must  live  and  over  a  billion  years  in  evolutionary  develop  in  difficult 

conditions, because of which incur bacteria that can be deposited on rocks that shoot into space 

eruption. Bacteria then there is a big opportunity to travel freely throughout the universe. Bacteria 

settles, there are several other species of bacteria using different positions and different natural  

fauna in the course of evolution or mutation of another bacterium, bacterial different races and so 

we will start a global multi- evolution that has the ability to very quickly create several billiard 

other options for the emergence of evolutionary direction which creates an animal, any organism 

which is designed to intelligence. I had a super computer to encrypt the DNA of bacteria, bacterial 

species and forecast bacterical multy responses according to their evolutionary ability to mutate  

due to changing environmental factors. Europe realized that it is a significant super computer and 

produced their own, they do not mind that I'm for that matter I have patent rights.  My super  

computer has to have an economic value of around 200 Czech crowns billiards, future phases on 

foreign planets it will be several other super computers in the values of several triliard's Euro.

Such a basic computer can predict with certainty the evolutionary development of bacteria during 

several hundred thousand years, in many combinations.

According to scientific values, it is possible that the universe may exist across hundreds of alien 

civilizations and organisms. Some can communicate with us in the form of crop circles and special 

visits, with used of the special technology's.

As I have already presented their technologies can be based on the ability to predict the future, just  

as we do. At the same time, they use technologies that are based on super speed, which can cause 

dilation of time, then go back into the past. At the same time, according view shapes in crop 

circles, it is certain that they know much more about our world and society and that they utilize 

such technology. They can therefore know our situation in terms of politics, society, economics, 

media and others. If they have a good computer for them it's no problem to recognize the reality of 

our society and its  future development.  Therefore,  these alien people pointing their  efforts  to 

communicate mainly in the UK and then occasionally in other federations, because they know 

what they are on our planet values mathematical reality around us, past, present, future and the  

main other variations in the time-space, it is spaces that arise if someone changes the past, today it  

is the very existence of proven technology. Therefore, the effort to communicate with us for is  
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directed  to  UK territory  under  the  brand,,  United  Kingdom ".  Symbol  which  is  in  the  main 

direction of political existence comparable as my constitution ED in the form of our Monarchy 

cooperation within the Union. This creates common meaning,, United Kingdom". Therefore, they 

can send these messages in the form of crop circles and to create awareness for us humans, about 

the threats  that  creates Europe,  threats  against  our common future policy and also a  possible  

unification civilization.

Because it is often changed around me for the space-time through the abuse of technology for time 

dilation  or  change  reality,  so  strangers  from  the  other  civilizations  humanity  may  want  us 

informed of the potential losses that Europe creates using blocking my people. Communication 

through these symbols for awareness about the reality in which they had already set up my policy  

in cooperation with foreign civilizations in the universe.

At the same time, due shortly attempting to communicate with us, not send any other information 

for us, because it is confirming that they are waiting for something and have no interest in the 

present value of humanity, we are not interested for much communicate today because it affects  

our political development. It is also true, my kind of policy that is distinct from all over the world  

this is for alien civilizations preferable option for creating more political cooperation.

Therefore, I am the man who'd certificate is the greatest options for finding alien civilizations and 

the creation of a permanent political contact, thus confirming their use of technology for control of 

time available and the ability to predict. Therefore, maybe they can, in the past often attack the 

Pentagon in USA Because the US by political strategies today must support a Europe for and 

blocking my people, at the same time publicly USA Today steal my plans for technology and 

trying to push me and misuse information about my person and my projects, create a situation 

where we will not have the opportunity to utilize my values to obtain freedom. This means a new 

reality by changing the time from the future, maybe from today, according to some predictions 

from historical oracles it may be at least three years back. Such is strongly influenced by the  

reality  terrorist  attacks  in  proportion  of  humanity  comparable  to  those  of  most  criminal  acts 

against humanity and in such matters it is a criminal act against our use common policy with an 

alien civilization, because it is an attack on an alien civilization that he will lose significant values.  

Such losses they may designate as terrorism. Therefore, anyone who creates a blockage against 

me, because these people are officially terrorists against political natural laws and at the same time 

against the values of humanity, while in the Foreign cosmic civilizations. Attack on the Pentagon, 

for blocking my support person, such an act of the US creates an entity to which it is necessary to 

exert pressure.

USA Today understands the international situation. Where do I want to, I can start endeavor to  

obtain an agreement with the Republic of Cuba and increase financial debt with the US on the  

values of several kvintilionu  € for the Republic of Cuba, made right disappearance of the US 

government and the creation of a new international sovereignty in USA. Many were moments 

when I was such a step would really like to create. Depending on the situation the Republic of 

Cuba policy, it is an agreement on full justice. The value of my past offerings by the Republic of  

Cuba created major countries than the USA, each value while, Republic of Cuba would be free. I 

am a person who never did not recognize human rights violations for people that do not need 

punishment, while today it is a much stronger hatred against such conduct, conduct that would  

probably Europe and the US, they would like now to me today through illegal takeover of my 

technology and then also create a situation where I will not have my fair value which is based on  
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rights.

They already know that the theory of political communication on the future of my people with 

alien civilizations are in strong values percent real, therefore they are blocked me in the direction 

of media communication options on my person and therefore are in hiding many other species of 

crop circles from around the world. I've seen a lot more of other types of photo crop circle which 

may be based on much context with my person, perhaps it is even millennial symbols that had to 

warn Europe before the start of terrorism against my person, that creates terrorism damage or 

destruction to strong values which European policy can not even imagine. Therefore often these 

crop circles hidden from the public media. That is why I was so locked in Europe as a political 

prisoner,  so that  such a  situation where  I  will  be able  to  establish  communication  with  alien  

civilizations, so that such a situation could never arise. These are the crop circles that symbolize 

trying to communicate with my theoretical civilization to civilization which is based on values, 

according to my plans. At the same time, the strategy for communicating these alien life forms 

based on the same principle in my assertion. But the main problem that European governments 

country is now starting to overturn theories about UFOs and they begin to create false arguments  

based on refuting such theories.

It is also true that certain evidence of UFO visits are probably fictitious. Special flying saucers,  

flying circles that revolve, unexpectedly show at a certain point and then disappears again gone. It  

is a technology which is simple to produce. I'm such a way, the technology invented during the 

time of when I was a kid. It's a simple process physics and mechanics, simple affair that allow  

travel in our atmosphere and in free space. According to some theories are these technologies has  

been around since 1950. There is a good possibility that these technologies produced, for example 

in the USA, Russia, other countries, because of their intelligence and industrial value or science is  

able to achieve such performance, I realized that technology during the time of my age eight years. 

In past history, in Europe there are many scientists who already in 1800 devoted to scientific 

research which are based on similar technologies that deal with similar physical condition. We will  

soon be able to travel with the help of such technologies and uses them as a personal transport  

vehicle.  At  the  same  time,  the  technology  will  be  used  as  a  way  telecomunication  between  

civilizations  and  stars  in  other  galaxies.  It  is  fyzical  process  that  will  be  used  in  further 

development of our science category for particulate matter, energy, space and reality, the physical  

properties, the possibility of chemical processes and much more. Will example, perhaps, by now 

familiar theory that are in a small physical verification ratios, ways to create an isolated space 

which will be the basis of a faster rhythm of time and therefore there arises the opportunity to  

observe the development of chemical substances and evolution of cells in the values of several 

billion years  back.  My these options,  you can watch the special  reactors  that  will  be able  to  

introduce us to such a development within a few days or weeks, speeding up the time during 

several billion years.

As concerns the ability to change the time span, sometimes my time space is also likely to affect.  

It means a loss in many ways the future of humanity, the possibility of rob me of my suggestions 

for technology. It is a distortion of mathematics space.

In my situation, such continuous mathematics predicts about my person actually information that 

are fully identical with my person. It is also a confirmation of the possibility that I am according to 

temporal  reality  and  mathematics  in  our  reality,  I  am  the  one  that  is  intended  to  launch 

komuinikace  and  development  of  common  policies  with  an  alien  civilization.  This  is  the 
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mathematical information about me creates predictions, the man who founded the effort to create 

new opportunities and a strong global progress for humanity, and often visionary genius, some 

time spatial positions can be marked as one of the greatest geniuses from around the world, at the  

same time I have today been confirmed values of the most relevant man since the formation of the 

planet  Earth  since  several  miliards  years  back,  exactly  as  an  indication  of  mathematical 

predictions. At the same time, my person is based on trying to communicate with more and create  

each step in the forms of global cooperation, I am also a man who is often the basis of cooperation 

of special offers that are currently not in normal society, these are the quotes that are often original  

and quickly outstrip the value of competition that long beadly create desire for the creation of 

competitive  opportunities.  it's  the  same  mathematical  predictions  for  my  reindeer.  In  rapid 

expression, this math for me to predict the value of which is directed to my ideology and spatial 

reality around my life, from beginning to end. It is the testimony of a man who is able to establish  

their own empire which is based on the ideology of the founder. The ideology of the man who is  

his intelligence activities based on meditation and learning, the man who can often be significant 

in a society heavily acknowledged by the ruler. Man which is based on his inteligenci which for  

him is one of the most essential tech meaning of life, its main existence of life is his mind and 

know the whole world, to communicate and connect the world. At the same time, the man who has 

a special ability, simply and quickly proves what other people can not create and even after long  

sought  a  strong  effort.  Therefore,  they  are  many  people  and  they  envied  me  for  it  harms.  

According to the mathematical value of my people, if anyone would be interested to oppose my 

attempt to create something and prove he can never win, he can only slow down my person but I'll  

always be victorious and or obtain a value that my compensation for losses and at the same time 

punishing anyone who blocked me or they robbed and abused, did not. At the same time as it is 

based my whole situation and its prospects.

Whole Mathematically, the testimony was based on information about a man who is my maths 

reality of his life can be combined with a partial value of God, the value in the direction of a much 

lower grade but it's still a man who was born as the one which ranks among the most important  

people that their existence humanity can and affect the value of our existence. Mathematics tells  

us about two variants, variants of which are dependent on the situation of such persons. If I will be 

free, then I can unite the entire world, a new value of humanity a fairly large company which is 

based on meaningful option. These are values that are today the most significant example what 

mankind  has  created,  a  big  and  strong  progress  towards  higher  humans  directions  existence,  

society and civilization values that can not compete with anyone. Under such mathematics, if I 

will not be free and the other person will block me, then a situation arises when mankind falls into 

trouble and values will be oppressed, reduce and fade. They can come disasters, calamities and 

many other risks that may imply strongly problems step based human activities. The value of 

testimony  by  today's  real-life  situation  where  I  am  imprisoned  in  Europe.  One  of  the  main  

problems is that the governments of countries in the European Union, they know the basic systems  

such mathematics.  Is  it  true that  they are  abusing these information for  robbing remain,  it  is  

confirmed at my situation in which the European countries' governments abusing mathematical 

information to strengthen my values inmates and without the possibility of communication at the 

same time with the goal of my in-hypnotism step for taking a wrong way my personal reality. This 

can European governments were secretly abused against you too. Information about the political 

partners  of  your  country,  their  ability  for  collaboration,  their  weaknesses  and  possibilities  of 
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exploiting your countries, a way to rob your Government the country and also with your support 

that is based on your ignorance of the real situation, so you will trust these offers, many next.

Therefore, I hope that you will appreciate my offer in a good way, and together we will support 

our future unity or some other options for further political cooperation. We can create our common 

values, which will be based on values often stronger than what you have material value of our 

planet Earth and may be more valuable than your interests to maintain your sovereignty on planet  

Earth. It is a certainty that Europe does not have sufficient value to oppose against our policy and 

efforts to build our association. Today, if you add up to me, we will those people who have a 

strong value that is in the form of the most important people since the formation of the planet  

Earth.

Therefore, I hope that you do then you will respect these values as they are based, in fact their  

strength. I hope you're not mormon because that European policy could rob and lie to you about  

my  person,  mocking  me  because  they  have  a  strong  fear  because  they  know  that  under  

international law, they are terrorists. European governments countries will be lying to you or they 

will block because I'll want these values to create and offer our cooperation. Cooperation these  

quickly outstrip  the  political  forces  in  Europe,  and that  means  our  quickly victory.  European  

countries may use terrorism in the form of silent attack which does not prove to convict without 

questioning and strong control.

In any case, I want to invite you to create a new sovereignty over Europe, sovereignty for all the  

governments  of  countries  in  the  world,  new  international  territory  which  is  based  upon  the 

European continent, the territory of the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Hungary, Romania,  

Bulgaria,  Germany,  France,  Portugal,  the  Swiss,  Italy,  and  the  Netherlands,  Belgium,  Spain, 

Luxembourg and perhaps even Turkey and Slovenia, may be many new. These are countries that 

have  not  officially  confirm regards  as  a  terrorist  group that  can  only  lead  sovereighnity  and 

maintain political rights. They are the people who must be brought down and punished. It's partly 

a  similar  situation  to  that  of  Syrian  President  Bashar  al-Assad  at  a  time when he  wanted  to 

overthrow from much countries around the world, the use of international politics, the European 

situation is, however, based on oppression around the world. It is true that such punishment is  

legal and no one is doing anything must not argue. Single endeavor to oppose terrorism is the 

value that will be punished in the whole world.

Therefore, the legal issues to create a new international sovereignty in Europe and to ensure that 

outpace  European  economic,  political,  civilizational,  society  and  existential  values.  We create 

steps that are for all mankind one convenient and without any loss.

Consequently, we can create widespread collaboration and create one full international territory 

through the entire value of the universe, the new step of mankind who will be one of the most  

important ones. Then, if European governments do not respect the land of our decisions, then there 

is no need to have anyone of you were forced to have regard to the European values of civilization 

as we develop them during the first months to replace more than a thousand times.

Because I hope that our future efforts will cooperate in good direction, and founded on the values 

that  will  be beneficial for our countries,  strong and advantageous steps can you ask for  your  

support.

I would also like to ask you about the possible support of my people in order to initiate the first,  

called The asylum cooperation, such as in Malaysia in Asia. My interest is to establish cooperation 

with Malaisian Federation in the form of a new territory in the wild and uninhabited zone of the  
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Federation of Malaysia. Territory which will form the main non-personaly for my objective to 

establish a government of the country ED if we create another deal. I can for the Federation of  

Malaysia to provide assistance that is based on the development of the territory, the development 

of  the  food,  energy  resources,  industry,  value  of  cities  and  many  other  values.  I  can  help  

Malaysian country as a common federation entity that falls under the full right to the Constitution  

of Malaysia, under a form of management in the territory of the Federation of Malaysia. My first 

goal  will  be  learners  to  enhance  the  GDP of  at  least  a  few  trilion  € and  promote  modern 

development of the country, to create several civilizational progress and cooperation.

If  you  subsequently  give  my  sovereignty  under  the  Constitution  ED,  sovereignty  for  other  

territories around the world or on another planet, then we can agree on greater cooperation and 

common policy guidelines. We can take advantage of our good relationship and improve joint our 

values. We can create significant steps together and extend the Federation of Malaysia in the form 

of my offer ED and obtain a wide range of new possibilities that are unusually Malaysia. Such 

decisions are, however, dependent on your agreement.

At the same time, I want to apologize for the Kingdom of Morocco. Relations between us, Europe 

is trying to organize against us and I often abused for using hypnosis for damage to other people 

around me or people who would like to support me.

These  include the  possibility  of  conflict  in  Western  Sahara,  where  I  can also have  a  right  to 

sovereignty, according to the value of UN Security Council resolutions on the Western Sahara. At 

the same time, it is a conflict that is based on the possibility of finding an instant way to jointly 

develop solutions without problems cooperation which is convenient for our two parties.

Truthfulness situation is, we can unite and together create significant union, a common teritorium 

which will  be based on meaningful  options and values than that  of  the Western Sahara,  thus 

expanding the dispute bad or otherwise strife to maintain. Our cooperation is for us a much greater 

value than expanding the dispute, it is the value that is stronger than the Earth. Due to my current  

situation, it is yet extremely debt for Europe. Therefore, European governments are supporting our 

country blocking. At the same time, cooperation in the Union is only advantageous and without 

any loss. The Kingdom of Morocco is now politically cooperating example, the League of Arab 

States, a political entity that has a similar value as my offer policies of the Union. Therefore, for 

Morocco allegiance is only preferred. In relation to the Western Sahara, our federation will create 

a shared opportunity to use Western Sahara, Morocco and therefore lose their strength in the value  

of the territory of Western Sahara, while Morocco will get many other territories. In case if the 

group wins SADR, it is possible to combine our forces into one federation group and therefore 

jointly develop, in a much better direction than promoting conflict that way inability to develop 

Western Sahara and support the life of nations.

Western Sahara is a territory that is already oppressed over several tens of years. For so long could  

be  Western  Sahara  in  the  values  of  the  developed  countries  which  is  based  on  an  extensive  

network of industry, modern cities, advanced technology, really good agriculture and population of 

over 5,000,000 people at  least.  Because your disputes obstructs  foreign support  for  Morocco, 

because the truth is that without maintaining your conflict could already be Western Sahara in the 

values of civilization which is more advanced than the Kingdom of Morocco, today. According to 

the calculation of Morocco is preferable to abandon such efforts to acquire territory of Western 

Sahara, because then the whole Western Sahara lesser value than those losses for the Kingdom of 

Morocco. That means if SADR wins the elections in the national determination, then SADR has 
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the right to form sovereignty, it is reserved for the party SADR and the Kingdom of Morocco.  

Therefore, the next step, the best chance to benefit from such a situation, it is well to invite SADR  

to our Union, and therefore will SADR as part of our territory. The Kingdom of Morocco may not  

be in losses, the only changes will be based on the creation of a common line which will support  

the value of your country and sovereignty.

Then the territory of Morocco and Western Sahara may arise significantly civilization which will 

be based on modern cities, to advanced transport, extensive commercial net which is composed of 

industry of every kind, agribusiness which simultaneously achieves amount of production than the 

European agricultural value. The company experiences a freedom and opportunity for education 

is. The company therefore may initiate development of the country and with no oppression or 

disrespect from people from abroad.

Future country Morocco and Western Sahara may be more valuable than today.

The  main  direction  must  announce  information  about  the  likelihood  of  European  attack  on 

Malaysian  aircraft.  Attacks  which  are  based  on  a  combination  of  mathematical  data  downed 

aircraft,  such as the number of hours flown the aircraft and the pilot,  then an hour's flight or 

perhaps landing. Sometimes necessary number of passengers. These are attacks from European 

countries, possible in cooperation with the Russian Federation. With respect to attacks ever since 

Malaysian bad landing aircraft which broke down landing wheels, attacks until today. Atack over 

the territory of Ukraine, the loss of the aircraft in early 2014, perhaps the next.

These accidents forms Europe and the world, and threaten efforts to block cooperation with me.  

European  governments  are  abusing  the  special  technology  of  global  destruction.  These  are 

technologies that can created volcanic eruptions (Japan 2013), earthquakes (Japan 2013 Czech 

Republic  in  2014,  Iran  2012/2013),  Storm  (Sardinia  2013),  a  strong  tsunami  (Pacific  2009, 

terroism for my rights of the Technological Civilization with all companys in the world), detonates 

a nuclear power plant (Chernobil 1986 Fukushima 2010 ), abnormal enlargement of the deadly 

Ebola  virus  (2014)  plane  crash  (Iranian  President  2012),  is  existentially  many  accidents  and 

disasters  that  are  created  through  the  European  terrorism against  those  who  should  probably  

interested to cooperate with me and encourage better values of humanity. It is also about time 

spatial  manipulation that  goes on for  example,  to  identify some of the events  of  the Russian 

submarine  Kursk  explosion,  explosion  of  the  Chernobyl  nuclear  power  plant,  the  political 

agreements by the Kingdom of Morocco around 1992 (the year of my birth), many, other findings 

that are metaphorically a form of circumstantial routing threats against my person or attempt to  

ridicule me. This is a special technology that allows you to manipulate the physical space and the  

reality around us. It is a technology that enables users to change the time space, data abusing your 

account in a bank or read your information from the political databaze and much more personal 

information  about  political  strategys  of  your  governmet,  even  decide  on  your  strategy.  Such 

technology is being used as a weapon for creating disasters and terrorism. It is certainly that the 

owner will be in Europe, perhaps it may can also be in the Russian Federation and also in the 

USA.  Perhaps,  other  advanced  countries.  UNSC  due  to  politics  and  now  publicly  abuse  of  

political  power,  the  owner  may  be  Great  Britain,  United  States,  Republic  of  China,  France,  

Russian Federation. For instance, too, coopered can the Portuguese Republic and its government 

often uses these technologies around me, probably, because they must have greater possibilities of 

awareness of  these terrorist actions.  Too Espain,  Czech, Austria or  more countries  who every 

moment steal values from Your countrys. It can arise in Spain, Germany or other countries. It's  
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true,  they  had  confirmation  conducted  espionage  and  terrorism  worldwide.  Therefore,  it  is 

immediately necessary matters, launching political cooperation to create a global meeting of all 

the nations on the planet Earth and together immediately uncovered the required information on 

each of these technologies that are being misused as a weapon to silence and the global terrorism 

disasters  a  political  situation  which  can  be  directed  to  the  new  value  cold  War,  the  brutal  

destruction of countries around the world, according to the value of today's value of European 

politics which I can watch live, according to real values. Results in the media representing the  

European economy as a politically and intellectually developed countries, these are just the falsity  

which is trying to conceal the real value of their personality. Over 95% of their values, wrong  

values of European policy and a realistic view for your political entities, such information remains 

secret. The destruction which may be based on the death of more than 10 miliard people around  

the world. They had in the past secretly killed over 220 million children and they support tyranny 

in the national reality show which is based upon a mockery of the form of enslavement around the 

world and robbing your countries publicly in advance through European nations, before the whole 

world.  The  total  value  of  such  terrorist  persons  can  be  compared  with  a  value  of  perverted 

ideology Syrian rebels who eat meat from living victims of their enemies, barbarians and those 

who can not be based on joint activities with the company. If you can see the real value of my 

personal situation in relation to other people around me, the works and ideology on which such a  

situation the company is based, you'll find that our enemy can be compared with the barbarian 

cowards  who  have  neither  political  values,  ability  to  function  as  sufficient  skilled  political 

operator.

Therefore it is strong need for a global meeting which will be based on the ability to communicate 

with all  the governments of countries around the world. International meetings which he must 

attend any government of a country on the planet. Shared tasks must be created in order to create a 

common  global  decisions  and  to  ensure  that  each  and  every  published  information  on  these 

technologies. At the same time so must be to ensure the future possibility to create oversight of 

such technology. If its owner supports terrorism against the world or against one person from us, 

so we have full right JUSTICE such technology and confiscate or destroy it. At the same time we 

have  full  right  to  initiate  the  use  of  such  technology in  their  common association  under  the 

constitution ED, such as international affairs of every government on the planet earth, if confirmed 

abuse of those technologies in the form of terrorism.

I also have several theoretical plans to create a similar technology. Today, I can not know whether 

such technology is functioning or not. Theoretical possibilities are many, and so I have already 

confirmed that they may know a lot of information from your time space passwords from your  

account and the exact time when your passwords are changed again. At the same time they may 

know the position of your hidden missiles and military technologies, military rank,  and much 

more. Technologies based on quantum mathematics and teories of the many important scientifists,  

Albert Einstain or more special persons.

Therefore, it is a necessity to ensure the safety of our country and stop this putting into slavery, 

abuse of our reality and robbing us.

It is therefore a good opportunity to create a full media expression to such a situation and to form  

a strong media waves around the world. Everyone in the whole world must know the full value of  

such a situation. At the same time, each country's government, the whole world must understand 

us of our alliance creates independence and boldness victory. If we will cooperate in the media, 
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then we can ensure global collaboration that support our political strength and strategies that will  

lead to stopping our oppression and give victory independence.

Our main need is  to  work in  partnership in  the media and public  communication about such 

matters for us to create a better ability to communicate and move our common situation in a better 

position and stability.

At the same time, because our situation bases on threats in terms of disaster is therefore the need  

to  create  a  special  agreement  which  will  be  based  according  to  my  proposals  for  global  

cooperation.  Our collaboration that  creates a defense capability and our security forces in our 

policy. It's an option that creates our strength and eliminating the threat of our extinction.

This  is  an international  agreement that  will  be based on security  rules for  which support  our 

strength  based  on  international  unity.  Such  an agreement  is  based  on  global  cooperation  that 

manipulate powerful weapons but at the same time it is the possibility of the immediate steps to  

create a common security and elimination of any terrorist movement against our persons political  

entities in the form of a law firm by policy. At the same time, our agreement in a manner that any 

other person shall be sufficiently technologically able to create your own defenses against our 

international  group  and  against  the  power  of  our  system  which  will  be  really  important  for  

changing the entire humanity. He would never be strong enough therefore that he launched against 

us stronger terrorist attacks in the form of military conflict.

It is an agreement that mutually agreed rules for international authorization to use my plan to 

atmospheric  cannon and its  function  or  mode.  It  is  atmospherically  gun that  is  based  on  the 

strategy of the amount of work the gun Creates indestructible body, it is also a subject that can  

immediately intervene at every position in the world, within minutes. The destructive power of 

atmospheric gun is adjustable. Atmospheric gun can be compared with the ability of destruction in 

the value of a strong explosion or a grenade with the explosion of several dozen nuclear bombs  

belonging to the dimensions of the Tsar, Castle Bravo. Because such a force could cause extinction 

of  humanity,  so  it  is  necessary  to  start  the  new Community  organization  for  monitoring  and 

handling of such technology.

The  agreement,  atmospheric  cannon  forms  of  international  cooperation  that  the  government 

awards every country to membership in the United Nation, the right to use as verification produce  

their own atmospherically cannon and manipulate a gun in space, handling the matters of common 

objectives for joint efforts in securing our common safety and peaceful state the agreement on a 

common instantaneous destruction of  each entity  which will  be confirmed labeled as terrorist 

without  sufficient  efforts  to  surrender  or  is  an  entity  which  threaten  our  civilization  and 

international security. Part of the agreement must be the need to create a system where 100% of  

the number of members will elect representatives of countries which are for the last 10 years most  

major proponents of international peace, appreciation of political rules and political declarations. 

Elected Council will be able to use mandat for 1 year with the possibility of immediate appeal  

political person that at the time of its mandate will be involved in terrorism or other crimes, for 

example, diversion of such political forces for the benefit of their own policy strategies. Total 

number of members of the Council must always be 1/3 of the total number of members that are 

marked as peaceful and secure entities such as governments in 50 of the 150 governments that are 

marked as peace group. Their  job is to oversee the operation of joint space center and safety  

functions  during  manipulation  atmospheric  canyons,  many  of  these  members  have  a  duty  to 
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supervise and make decisions about handling the gun and its use or understandings authorization 

decisions cannon used against different enemy. Such decisions must be based on rules that ensures  

safety,  and limiting such power according to  the exact  minimum needs.  Safety rules must  be 

created on the intelligence and oportunity to ensure safe form of mathematical special figurehead 

of management units and other persons that may affect any possibility of handling a gun. The 

Council of elected representatives must foster the ability to function Trial control Commission 

(3Control Comisioms) and its rigorous interrogations that are based on safety. Without the consent 

of the Council and its not the gun misuse. Council has a duty to conduct checks as political rights  

and the Declaration. Board may not opt for the misuse of the gun if it is possible to resolve the  

situation with the help of lighter and milder politically be easier manner.

It is possible to create a second independent commission that will be formed from people who 

have  gone  through  over  the  extensive  psychological  tests  and  interrogation  techniques.  Such 

commission will have a special opportunity to oversee the performance function of the selected 

Control Board.

Then we can develop our cooperation for production of atmospheric gun. A simple strategy for the 

production of atmospheric gun may be based upon several common steps, common steps for us to  

be simple and such a possibility may prove every country on the planet. It's an option that is 

simple, you can only create sufficient logistics. The first phase, the production of materials and 

their processing, the second step is the construction of the first gun that will allow our ability to 

pay different kinds of objects weighing 100 tons, bringing up the orbital position around the planet 

Earth, for example, at an altitude of 5000 km from our surface. Every day can be my be 300 

tranport boxes.

Materials can be obtained easily, it's not complicated. Today, such a possibility has many countries 

around the world. Industrial production through Titan with Kroll process is sufficiently industrial 

opportunities for the creation of atmospheric gun. It is easy in the laboratory to get each element  

for the production of titanium with the help of Kroll process. The materials are then adjusted using 

engraving and electrolysis, melting into the mold. Cannon simple process arises in a few weeks. 

Until then it is possible to adjust the industrial production skills to several thousand Atmospheric  

guns each week. Industrial zone may be worth several milion or miliard €, ten of atmospheric gun 

might be worth at least € 200 miliard. Our ability that production will be worth several billion €. 

Investments in support of world peace is certainly economically worthwhile for good.

Atmospheric gun should consist of several turbines from aircraft, special turbines in a larger size 

than the ordinary turbine. These turbines will be centered in one position, using pipes. Then it is  

possible to transport the body earning up to several thousand kilometers from the planet Earth. It  

is necessary in such a way to ensure the pronouncement of second cannon into orbit, after several  

episodes. Cannon and its parts are then put together into one machine. It is good to learn that  

lesson from the Canadian Space Agency has created a robotic arm for handling materials in free 

space. I have the same proposal that is but with the addition of robotic androids who are digitally  

set for assembly work as a Unity of workers.

It is at least the second step. The second step is based on the establishment of a special unit of 

soldiers that will dominate atmospherically gun from space. Can not operate the gun with the help  

of digital code because it is now a very simple matter to decrypt the digital code and then exploit it  

for their own use. It is necessary to create a special team of astronauts who will control the system 

Restore atmospheric gun, by permission from headquarters on the planet, according to the systems 
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that should be based on safe and valuable trust the system.

Cab special team of military astronauts is formed into several chambers. Is the need to create a  

cabin for sleep and relaxation, cab that works as a toilet and possibly as part of a system for the 

creation of fuels. System for the emergence of fuels can be based on the use of smala chamber to  

produce biogas which will serve as atmospheric drive for gun or drive in jet engines, Iont engines 

machynes on electro energy used by NASA for example. Then is needed for example, the basic  

cabin fist meal and cells in the laboratory, are cells that can rapidly expand to form the meat of 

different dimensions, while the cells can provide biogas production without limitation. Then you 

need to create a chamber for control of the gun and its mechanical centralization. Body sprays 

must be strong enough therefore to keep the gun barrel in the same position even when fired, it is 

good to use weight equalization device on an electronic basis which is synchronized with camer's 

and lasers process that is able to cope stability by acreage distance from several mapping points on 

the planet country. Mountains, islands, other more visible location,  or a common system with  

other navigation sonds in space, radio communications Standing operation, it is possible to shoot 

at our station using radar detection radio signal. On the other hand, the cannon is positioned to a 

height of several thousand kilometers from the planet Earth, where he had no ordinary rocket not 

can damage.

It is the need to create multiple chambers that will serve as a reservoir for water, bio gas, food, 

higienical  needs  and  possible  other  necessary  equipment  along  with  technical  chamber  for 

maintaining  technology. It  is  important  for  the production chamber atmosphere  and recycling 

consumed atmospheric oxygen, potassium and other atmospheric ingredients for life. It is also 

necessary to create maintaining proper temperature. Digital telescope focus is a good step.

Production charges is a simple process, in the main case is therefore necessary to create a good 

generator for electricity production from Dinamo and or solar panels. Consequently, it is good to 

use the technology for production of silver balls. Tank for liquid and tools for electrolysis. It's a  

simple matter. If electrolysis is conducted in a liquid into a piece of metal, then immediately  

formed  a  strong  network  of  crystals  of  silver.  Silver  crystals  can  be  processed  using  melt 

electronic várnicích. Then, the force created by the compressed ball goes used as the base charge.  

The charge at which regulate terms of its size and thus weight. Charge is possible to produce one 

in ten seconds.

Then it is good to use for example the production of sapphire crystals. You can create production 

using electro magnetic waves which increases the size of such crystal. The Sapphire can weigh 

over one ton (1000 KG). It is good to learn such a smashing Sapphire Sapphire to create a hub.  

Such a  charge  can  then  destroy  teritorial  zone  of  the  one city,  for  example  (Only  in  special 

situation where is not existed more options).

Such a charge may impact upon the planet Earth to create a huge explosion which is based on 

strong soundproof walls, and then the pressure wave that can demolish example, one prefabricated 

house or an entire city in a larger phase it will be several cities. If the hub will be hot, so the  

collision can cause compression electronized molecules which then creates an explosion.

Cannon can be made into a plasma gun which is capable of learners to enhance the speed power of  

the shot.

If you do not have an interest to create such a version, so it is possible to create various other  

special stations that are based on the manufacture of ammunition with explosive action in the form 

of shot to the target. Nitro from space water, lasers of many times and more.
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If  we create  enough value  of  political  cooperation,  will  be a  global  peace and  security,  with  

immediate effect,  eliminating the threat  of extinction worth several  miliard people around the 

world through the European terrorism ..... unless there is abuse of such technology, the emergence 

of disasters in the form of a foreign terrorist attack, then together we can give a full response to the 

Security Council of the United Nations for what they force us to create such a possibility because 

we might defense important values than what has all UN organizations, they are also the values of  

our situation existence.  Our response may be directed against UNSC also for their support of  

terrorism, disrespect our situation, both for abuse situation for our economic and strategic affairs 

or trade. For their cooperation and support for terrorism. Their current disrespect our situation is 

strongly  crime  against  world  peace  and  common  security  or  stability  of  world  politics  and 

economy. UN Security Council is therefore now officially one of the greatest terrorist of our time.  

At the same time, the US can experience unusually strong increase production aircraft from Boing, 

the number is up drastically more than how is a need. This means that the US might be tempted to 

create  our  own Atmospheric  guns and cause  damage to my right,  without  approval  from my 

person. If such a claim true, then it means that the US may try to create their own guns network of 

the USA because of the situation that will be used against us or cause damage to our collective  

ability to maintain international peace as our group does not support different sides for the values 

of our unity. It is therefore necessary, everyone will launch its own production of atmospheric gun  

or similar type Orbital technology without unification in respect my security agreements, because 

then the need, he must be internationally designated as terrorist, such anyone! One short battle  

with such force values may result in total destruction of humanity. Therefore, indeed, if there is  

such an option, then may be a good support for instance and the destruction of all their civilization 

and for sustaining human existence. If I can now follow US policy, they would destroy your same 

way just because the US remained dominant in the market.

In relatedness to the market and stability of policy, I would like to create an agreement that is  

based on the opportunity to use my technology or technology's included in such value of global  

destruction. I demand a joint decision, never produce similar technology without supervision and  

authorization from my people because my person owns the patent rights and therefore political  

rights based on security. This dazed from without my authorization can not be my cannon made, 

nobody  has  such  a  right,  and  he  is  therefore  a  terrorist  if  he  or  manufacture  the  gun  starts 

unattended and allowed to produce, for any activity.

It is therefore necessary to ensure our common security and strength, independence from politics  

UNSC and therefore collective ability to ensure safety.

We then together we can create a stronger security steps that will be based on our common policy.

I have plans for other example of other technologies that could cause destruction stronger ability 

than the most powerful nuclear weapons. Therefore, these technologies need to be silenced and 

will not publish option is today, at a time when there is unstable world peace, politics and security  

surveillance, there is also a time when the UNSC is not operational by fully needed and does not  

have enough power for reinsurance security. UNSC creates efforts to ensure the safety uniqueness 

as  needed  for  their  own  policy  without  full  efforts  to  take  action  against  terrorism,  full  of  

possibilities. Make it a threat that is stronger than the UNSC. UNSC dysfunctional alliance, an 

alliance  which  is  due  to  your  inability  to  international  cooperation  which  is  based  upon  the 

defense of your policy form of compensation for the main safety entity in the world, it's a club to 

which  today  is  the  most  dependent  peace  throughout  the  world.  Therefore,  each  government 
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country should immediately realize that this is a good that do something, change a value, the new 

political steps which give us the certainty of winning, safe and peaceful stability.

Further evidence for a need to promote political stability in the directions of world peace through  

exchange or a full refund UNSC because of their disregard for duty To Safety, further evidence is 

another one of my plans for other special technologies that are realistic plans for technologies that 

are  capable  formed by physical  energy  eruption which  would  only own pressure wave  could 

destroy the entire solar system. If widespread explorations, then the burst will be able to destroy 

the entire galaxy. It is too large value of destruction amd threaten.

Today, I'm here such plans, I am also in a situation when other people around me, they manipulate  

with my person, manipulation through hypnosis. Over ten years behind me anyone could come 

and get these information without having to put it I could know, noticed. This means that today a 

man  of  such  technology  to  create  each,  for  example  ordinary  civilians.  European  countries'  

governments may already produces such technology, European governments are now officially a 

country-label as terrorism.

Must therefore be created agreement that they must never produce such technology, according to  

my plans, unless the agreement created by my decisions Patent Cooperation, especially in the  

interests of peace.

That is, the UNSC and their inability to function according to the rules, then it is a situation where 

there is  a  risk of  a  human existence.  The existence of  mankind where Europe really  brutally  

damaging.

Therefore, I will really please about my support for release me, establish cooperation and ensuring 

our stability. Indeed, I would like to ask you about such support in the fastest time, because for me 

here, there are different kinds of threats that is not pleasant.

For example, the threat of relatedness to the prophecies from Nostradamus, for over 500 years old 

predictions. This time it is forecast for 2015, it is possible drift toward me. A person who, after the  

expiry of the thirteenth, after a long and cruel death dies, it is someone's son, as forecast, the old is 

dying fast. Senat same time, slowly cease to exist on the island.

According to my situation, it is then possible bearing on my person at which such a designation 

today is really like, especially when my father is a person who was born on 24.12, it is a generous 

Christmas  day  which  symbolizes  the  birth  of  Jesus  Cristus.  At  the  same  time,  the  value  of  

mathematical reality my father's life is associated with values that symbolize a part of divinity, 

God's  intention,  as  well  as  my  mathematical  value  that  is  based  on  the  same  mathematical  

direction reality.  This is our special  trait.  There are  several  other predictions that  indicate  the 

arrival of man X, a man who can create a revolution in Western Europe, strictly speaking,, put  

everything on the contrary, good or bad, to know. Man X, the man who is honest, strong and 

Christian. The man who was to be in 2012 in northern Europe, it is the man whom I am in my 

childhood resembled a present value is based on such possibilities. Christian, striving for honor 

and power, the ability to simultaneously create a sufficiently valuable projects which can prove to 

overthrow the  values  of  European countries  if  they have against  me, they  go illegal  activity.  

Because of the Czech Government knew such a prediction and a strong likelihood that I'm a Man  

X,  so  I  was  re-educated  in  a  different  direction  ideology,  one  out  of  many other  boy in  the 

company of the middle class. Since my 7 year, especially in year 9 and powerful in the 12 years of 

my life.

It also means that I was supposed to be at a different position. I was supposed to be over three  
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years in security and freedom.

Therefore, it is possible that predictions from Nostradamus 2015 is designed for one of the new 

monarch representatives of Belgium, the Netherlands and Spain. According to the values of the 

political situation that is stronger probability. Therefore, I may be more confidently and calmly. 

Such  a  prediction  is  designed  for  today's  European  monarchy.  Therefore,  they  should  also 

understand  that  this  terrorism  is  giving  them  another  opportunity  to  solve.  Their  need  is  to 

immediately stop such activities and give up against the world's political majority. If their actions  

and policies will be conducted in such a phase, then nothing else can meet.

At the same time, it is necessary to be aware of the threats in the form of European terrorism.  

Threats  that  may be  the  basis  of  the  abuse  of  special  technologies  which  I  described  in  the  

previous paragraphs. If you read the other predictions from Nostradamus,  you can meet other  

information that confirms my assertion about the abuse of such technologies. Forecasts for the  

past years back, around 2000. Genocides disaster, ultimately it winnings are from abroad. Because 

the owner of such technologies may know these details, he avoided these incidents and therefore 

changed the time frame that he could not lose, so we might not get and use these technologies  

according  to  predictions  from Nostradamus.  If  we  might  use  such  technology,  then  we  have 

around the world to ensure peace, security, economic and political stability. It is a technology that 

is  likely  to  prove  almost  anything  magical  possibilities.  It  is  true  that  the  inventor  of  this 

technology  must  be  strongly  glorified  in  every  case.  His  work  can  change  the  whole  world 

towards better. Problem is that today's technology tiled abuse for terrorism and fraud, robbing us.

Threats  in  the  form  of  predictions  from  Nostradamus  are  really  strong  value  genocide  and 

disasters. It is good to appreciate their efforts to change the time and space stopped options such  

genocide that  Nostradamus had predicted  for  the last  year  at  the same time he predicted the 

existence  of  these  special  technology  which  exploits  Europe  as  terrorism.  According  to  the 

forecast, we should start to our joint success and defeat those who abuse such technology against 

us. Therefore, they understood that possibility and may be the only reason to avoid the occurrence  

of such a genocide which predict Nostradamus.

I,  on  the  contrary,  today  I  want  to  offer  support  for  the  King  of  Spain,  Belgium  and  the  

Netherlands, may be to other Monarchs who is in Oe right category, against the whole world. 

Another possibility for co-operation in ensuring the stability of a healthy society and therefore I 

offer use of the possibility of joint agreements to ensure to prevent such threats and violent death, 

if there is still space in the current reality, functional. Under the current situation, it is in your case  

more  likely  than  for  me.  It  is  true,  if  we  continue  to  terrorist  situation  created  by  your  

predecessors, then this can not be avoided. Such a response will require the entire world, it's legal 

response against global terrorism who'd committed the worst acts in history and theory is damaged 

over 170 countries throughout the world. Damage value is higher than the value of their territories, 

or  particularly  common  to  each  country.  Therefore,  in  each  case  is  advantageous  for  the 

Government  of  Spain,  Belgium,  the  Netherlands,  maintain  their  value  and  morality  support 

terrorism makes you can destroy. Your country has been really involved in the legal union of  

terrorism.

It is both good to read this letter and therefore understand my personal values and my political 

strategy which is based on an attempt to unite the entire world. It's my strategy, which is also 

important  offer  for  your  country,  Spain,  Belgium,  the  Netherlands.  It's  value  proposition  and 

historical possibilities for your country. The possibility that destroyed European governments for 
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help poor people and slander my purity, my blocking options for expressing their views or creating 

their  own  strategy  for  achieving  peace  in  such  a  situation  as  well  as  help  me  abuse  and 

manipulation  through  hypnosis,  steps  which  only  lead  to  destruction  European  countries  and 

territories.

My suggestion to be united together, it is really important option for creating possibilities for your  

country, government and monarchy. It's for your value very important offer that could change your 

country and bring you the significant progress that never yet managed, advances always ahead of  

the values of the planet Earth and humanity for the whole period of their existence.

You have the opportunity to look at this letter and therefore understand about what values did you  

let rob your predecessors and how they damaged your country, because they were stupid and 

obeyed other groups. Because they obeyed those stupid who rob the world and they generate 

global terrorism. Today, therefore existential steps for the creation of a new world war, the same 

political value of a situation as in the days of Hitler's wars. Today, the value of all countries is in  

many ways worse than Hitler's genocide, murder your values are 220 million children. In many 

ways you walks marked as the biggest parasites in human history, according to certified values.

My decision, according to justice and legality my interests, because you have political value in the 

form of monarchy, special political system, today it is true that you are a person who does not 

have a relatedness to such a situation created by your previous leader, but your country charge the  

full  relatedness  in  each  direction,  so  I  can  have  the  legal  right  to  establishment  of  a  new 

constitution WD which is  based  on international  sovereignty,  because  you then you can take  

advantage, the last option which is based on international plea for permission to keep your Partly 

sovereignty in the territory of your country but under the constitution WD. Today it is the best for  

you the best offer another option we will not wait. It's the only chance until until you fully support 

not engage in terrorism against whole worlds.

It is both good to realize that my values are fundamentally more important than the worth of your 

country and sovereignty. My values are important for the whole world and stronger than your 

options and rank, you have no opportunity to oppose me, so just get damaged again and rob them 

of other options.

Same time, your request must include full support for stopping terrorism and threats, blocking my 

person or copper or abuse me through hypnotism and any other handling my person.  In such  

oppressive not already been nobody in your country. Everyone needs to get a clean and healthy 

life, compensation and the ability to use civilization, social values and freedom.

It is also necessary to comment on other persons who are in a similar situation as I am today.

For example, at Lisbon airport them probably live more than 15, in the outskirts of Lisbon there is  

certainly a much larger number of people in hypnozis who can not have a normal life. They can 

often be abused, raped, ridicule, psychological tyranny, robbing the human rights of possibilities  

for use of social values, they are not able to live normally and also to the fact they are sometimes  

in poor health.

A Plea for Support of other people inicious which in Europe are barred, under hypnosis abused  

and robbed. Some therefore must live outside society, homeless, without the possibility higien  

Maintenance-free  option  for  diet  and  fitness  regime,  some  are  abused  in  many  other  ways, 

enslavement menial life, probably under strong handling of the mind.

European governments are abusing the country inoceman many people through hypnotism. In the 

Czech Republic, there may be tens of thousands smal children.
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Such abuse people and illegal experiments on humans are against human rights and against our  

values. It is the certainty that such crimes must be punished in Europe. It is important to keep it 

safe for each person.

The letter is intended for the monarchy from around the world, because it will finish the last word.

  We like the monarchy, where common unite, it will be easy for us to ensure our safety. We can  

create the greatest strength of our politics and become a dominant feature of the whole world, the  

dominant  values  that  ensure  sufficient  administrative  operation  of  world  politics  for  the 

maintenance of security and peace, stability and cooperation. Together we can unite the many 

peoples  and  territories  worldwide.  We  create  significant  steps  that  can  be  one  of  the  most  

significant step in the history of mankind, the first international territory with shared sovereignty, a 

new beginning for world politics. At the same time, we can create common options that outstrip  

the value of the most important and strongest values in world politics. Together we can be as one 

of the strongest political entity around the world for many years into the future. Because our  

values to  be significant,  we can expand our horizons and immediately find many other other 

options for grow up our values.

I know that the European policy of the European Union and the Council of Europe is too beautiful 

and prestigious values, values which are based on breeding beautiful and important civilization 

which is based on the cooperation of many different nations and therefore, I too can say it's a  

shame the strong let such political values disappear. It sacrificing great advances and new forms of 

ideology strong policy pointing to cooperation for the good development and uphold the values of 

the nations. Even so, if I know that we will be the ones who will replace such values, then it is no 

loss. We will be able to create significant value, and any intelligent person of European policy to 

support us because we are in every way more important than the entire European continent, value.  

We together are more significant and losses of the European policy, ending their existence can not 

be set as a loss for humanity or for European countries and nations. We base important center that 

outstrip the value of the whole world, we create a new political value that surpass the strength of  

world politics and their significance for mankind. Our values of every government policy support 

countries in the world, effective immediately. At the same time, our political steps for creating our 

sovereignty will then rapidly support every European nation and also nations abroad. At the same 

time, extinction of European policies, future compensation in the form of our international policy, 

it is the only option, and JUSTICE important goal for all mankind. JUSTICE steps that we have 

full rights and plenty of power. It's a good step and justice for all humanity growe up values,  

according  to  justice  and  deservedly  so.  We  create  significant  opportunities  which  will  be 

celebrated worldwide on several thousand year worldwide. The value of European policy can not 

be compared with our unity and strength.

Our alliance is not just a good and important step. New kinds of world politics that unite once  

every nation on the planet Earth and extend human civilization up to the value of new civilizations 

on planets in the solar system, new planets around other stars are many, many new civilization in  

several other galaxies. Maybe a million times outstripped the value of all humanity and the planet 

Earth. Values are facing Europe can compare and Europe will never have the opportunity to these 

values surpassed. The values that are the most important steps of mankind since the birth of planet 

Earth. In the future, human immortality, world peace, new species civilization, special technology 

equivalence Nations and many other significant step.

If, despite the value of my bids for our cooperation, you will be interested to cooperate with us and 
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explore the willingness to understand my righteousness, and therefore, I want you to ask for your  

intended faculty ratio over my illegal isolated person who is alone and without the opportunity to  

use collective cooperation and communication with other person around me or foreign. At the 

same  time,  European  governments  country  are  based  on  the  possibility  of  free  movement's  

communications and purifies the mind without harming the mind by hypnosis, as they are abusing  

me. At the same time, I beg you to understand my situation and logical values of European efforts  

for convincing your government's land, against my person. At they can promise anything for you,  

any way to convince you and also get from you any collaboration, then European governments  

will in no way willing to support his release my people because they know that I have justice on 

his side while my quotes are to You really advantageous. Therefore, I'm every day blocking and 

abuse through hypnotism, maintaining the oppression which means harming my options with you 

freely and intelligently communicate. Because they know that my victory and not stop and every 

country around the world this is the best step in the history of mankind. My values are based on 

the strength that Europe could not provide.

If you compare my personal values, the biggest step in the history of mankind, because then I can  

tell you from Europe, therefore they block me, because they like only to steal me. If they really  

created a similar value that can be compared with the size of my options, wrong but the reality is 

that they essentially created the biggest step in the history of mankind that are based on blocking  

my people, not to the direction of a better future for humanity, because European works that are 

just  a waste, hard and extreme losses for the whole of humanity. Therefore,  the fair value of 

European politics at Bottom of such loss value, we find out that these European countries are the  

worst in existence which totals not has any value that could be promoted as a good direction and 

prestige policy. Any good political direction of European countries and the sum of these losses 

loses its value, and if Europe could create any progress, then it's still a loss for the entire world. 

Therefore we can take  advantage  of  the  situation  and  establish a  new European  international  

territory which is based on a shared sovereignty from around the world, World Diamond. When 

compared with my text, it is again important value rapidly than European politics, civilization and 

future, it is more valuable than European politics who to today exist only for one, to rob you and 

give stop to our rights.

For better possibilities of understanding this situation, it is good to read information from these 

web addresses.

My site:

www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz

Constitutions ED (or on my site's)

http://ulozto.cz/xkQtb113/the-empire-of-diamond-pdf

Constitutions WD (or on my site's)

media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:541487ff0275b.pdf.upl/Constitution.of.The.World.Diamon

d.pdf
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Basic description of ISC JD

http://www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/menu/world-security

media0.webgarden.name/files/media0:5414b30f3a970.pdf.upl/international-security-pact-

organization-justice-is-diamond.pdf

Lessons to be learned is how to make a gun atmospherically

http://www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/menu/my-project-s

http://www.europeanpoliticalprisoner.mypage.cz/menu/contact-on-me

Evidence of communication with courts of European countries

media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:54148d0719da7.pdf.upl/Confirm.of.comunication.to.CCofE

urope.pdf

Letter to the Council of Europe

media1.webgarden.name/files/media1:549473361ea26.pdf.upl/Letter%20to%20the%20Council

%20of%20Europe%2C%20original-19.12.2014.pdf

At the conclusion of the letter, I want to thank you for your willing to devote time to your work for 

my letter and request. I hope that you understand this letter in good, so will  your interest for  

cooperation.

Today, you would want to ask for support even the basic options, so I would really welcomed your 

support  for  release me from Europe,  for  example,  in  the form of a  passport  to  travel,  flights  

example  to  your  country  and  benefit  from your  doctors.  For  such  assistance  can  support  the  

development of your country's GDP for development through my business and industrial firms 

which can increase GDP by perhaps one trilion €.

If your monarchy establishes a feedback response and cooperation, I will be very grateful for the  

efforts for joint grow up values of humanity. Then, we can initiate important objective and outstrip 

the value of the whole planet Earth. Our cooperation will be one of the most significant step in the 

history of mankind.

Therefore,  I  hope  that  your  monarchy  will  appreciate  these  offers  and  opportunities  for 

collaboration.  Today it  is  the most  significant  opportunity in  the history of  existence of  your  

country, at the same time it  is the largest values of humanity. Even so, I am grateful for your 

cooperation  and  efforts  to  understand  this  letter,  I  wish  you  a  lot  of  good  for  success  and 

happiness!

I wish you luck in the direction of the development of your civilization and society. I wish you 

luck, and good win, a good achievement and cooperation. I wish you luck and success, it is good if 

the entire world can benefit from the good quality of civilization and development. We humans are 

on the same planet, the base name as the naming my project,, One World "and therefore I will  

always be happy again for your development efforts and well.

the  certainty  that  I  will  welcome  each  of  your  collaborative  efforts,  such  as  the  creation  of 

international territories, the elimination of terrorism and threats, ensure security and support for 

our future. I wish you good luck for your civilization and therefore we welcome your business  
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cooperation and joint efforts for our development and common policies.

Thank you for your valuable  time and thank you for your patience.  Each option can be very  

valuable, and therefore is not a bug get together to appreciate our common options that can change 

the world.

At the same time, at the end of the whole letter, it gives you a really well understand that Europe is  

blocking me, hurting my value and lies to you, because they know my values are legally and  

significant than the European political associations. Europe knows it, that I am more important,  

valuable and rapidly important, because they block the me and rob communication options. If I  

was  single,  they  do  one  week  politically  expire.  Our  cooperation  without  European  political  

associations and values, it is today the most important progress in human history, one big progress  

for  all  mankind.  Therefore,  I  am  blocking  and  robbing  the  possibility  of  full  cooperation, 

communication and liberal strategy.

Thank you dear Monarchies and We wish you success world!

Thank you for your willingness and wish you good success for your efforts to promote a better  

future of humanity, justice, International rights and our society possibilities for the future of  

our countries.

Signature of the author of the letter

Future King for the territory of Diamond Empire,

World Diamond and others Jin territories and countries,

Dear Peter Gottwald
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